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Wind energy resources, unlike dispatchable central station generation, produce power dependable on 
external irregular source and that is the incident wind speed which does not always blow when 
electricity is needed. This results in the variability, unpredictability, and uncertainty of wind 
resources. Therefore, the integration of wind facilities to utility electrical grid presents a major 
challenge to power system operator. Such integration has significant impact on the optimum power 
flow, transmission congestion, power quality issues, system stability, load dispatch, and economic 
analysis.  
Due to the irregular nature of wind power production, accurate prediction represents the major 
challenge to power system operators. Therefore, in this thesis two novel models are proposed for 
wind speed and wind power prediction. One proposed model is dedicated to short-term prediction 
(one-hour ahead) and the other involves medium term prediction (one-day ahead). The accuracy of 
the proposed models is revealed by comparing their results with the corresponding values of a 
reference prediction model referred to as the persistent model.  
Utility grid operation is not only impacted by the uncertainty of the future production of wind 
farms, but also by the variability of their current production and how the active and reactive power 
exchange with the grid is controlled. To address this particular task, a control technique for wind 
turbines, driven by doubly-fed induction generators (DFIGs), is developed to regulate the terminal 
voltage by equally sharing the generated/absorbed reactive power between the rotor-side and the grid-
side converters. To highlight the impact of the new developed technique in reducing the power loss in 
the generator set, an economic analysis is carried out. Moreover, a new aggregated model for wind 
farms is proposed that accounts for the irregularity of the incident wind distribution throughout the 
farm layout. Specifically, this model includes the wake effect and the time delay of the incident wind 
speed of the different turbines on the farm, and to simulate the fluctuation in the generated power 
more accurately and more closer to real-time operation.  
Recently, wind farms with considerable output power ratings have been installed. Their integrating 
into the utility grid will substantially affect the electricity markets. This thesis investigates the 
possible impact of wind power variability, wind farm control strategy, wind energy penetration level, 
wind farm location, and wind power prediction accuracy on the total generation costs and close to real 
time electricity market prices. These issues are addressed by developing a single auction market 
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Renewable energy technologies are clean sources of energy that have a much lower environmental 
impact than conventional energy technologies such as coal, oil, nuclear and natural gas. In addition, 
renewable energy resources will never run out while conventional sources of energy are finite and 
will some day be used up. Most renewable energy (solar, bio, wind, and wave) is derived from the 
sun, directly or indirectly, while other types of renewable energy resources (geothermal, hydrogen, 
and tidal) come from different sources other than the sun. For example, the geothermal energy comes 
from the Earth internal heat.  
Wind energy resources are considered among the fastest growing energy resources all over the 
world, especially in the European Union, USA, and Canada. Wind energy offers numerous 
advantages including clean fuel sources that do not produce atmospheric emissions that cause 
acidic rain or greenhouse gases, can not be exhausted, is one of the lowest-priced renewable energy 
technologies at 6 to 8 ¢/ kWh, and finally, can be built on farms or ranches, benefiting the rural 
economy, where most of the best wind sites are found. 
Multinational oil and gas companies report that renewable energy will provide as much as 10% of 
the world’s energy supply by 2020, and increase as much as 50% by 2050 [1]. The European Union 
plans to produce 22% of its electricity from renewable resources by the year 2010, mostly from wind 
power [1, 2]. By the end of 2006, the total wind energy capacity, installed in the world, was 73.3 GW 
[3]. Moreover, the European Wind Energy Association (EWEA) estimates that 12% of the world’s 
electricity will be generated from wind power by 2020 [4]. 
As for Canada, the total wind energy production, at the end of 2006, was 1460 MW with an 
average annual growth rate of 51 % (from 2000 to 2006). Currently, wind farms are installed in most 
Canadian provinces. Ontario is the province with the highest wind power generation with a total wind 
capacity of 413.71 MW. The largest Canadian wind farm is located in Ontario and it consists of 126 
units, each generating 1.5 MW, with a total capacity of 189 MW [5]. 
The primary goal of the Canadian Wind Energy Association (CanWEA) is to generate more than 
10,000 MW (10 GW) of electricity from wind energy by 2010 (10 X 10 Canada Wind Vision 
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Program). This will provide at least 5% of the Canadian electricity generation by 2010 [1]. Figure  1-1 
presents the forecasted wind power capacity in Canada up to 2010 according to the Canada Wind 
Vision Program. It is noteworthy that the forecasted period started at 2000. It is noted from Figure  1-1 
that it was expected that Canada would reach a total wind power capacity of 448 MW by the end of 
2006. However, the total installation capacity at the end of 2006 was 1460 MW (almost three times 
the target) which indicates that CanWEA is moving fast to achieve its goal. 
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Figure  1-1: Canada’s current and predicted wind power installation capacity. 
 
It should also be noted that that over the last decade the cost of wind-generated electricity has 
dropped from 30 ¢/kwh to ranges from about 6 ¢/kwh - 8 ¢/kwh. Moreover, some studies by the 
British government and the US Department of Energy predict that the cost of wind energy will be 3.4 
¢/kwh to 5.5 ¢/kwh by 2020 [5, 6]. Despite this decrease in the cost of the wind power, the wind 
energy technology has a higher capital cost than fossil-fuelled generators. Roughly 75% of the cost is 
the turbine and tower cost, 20% is the foundation, transformation, grid connection, roads, 
engineering, construction finance, and insurance, and 5% is the sitting and land acquisition [7]. 
However, the running costs of wind energy are much more competitive than those of other energy 
technologies, because there is no fuel to purchase and the operating expenses are minimal.  
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This new revolution in electricity generation from wind energy has caught the attention of 
researchers and their interests are quite clear in numerous publications regarding wind turbines and 
wind farms. The rapid growth in the capacity of wind turbines and the number of the installed wind 
farms requires more intensive research in many fields. Researchers need to focus on the prediction of 
wind farms’ output power, advanced reactive power control techniques for large wind farms, and 
developing more accurate models to simulate the dynamic performance of wind farms under various 
operating conditions. Moreover, the future plan for wind farms to operate as power plants and to 
become active controllable power elements in power systems [8] capable of replacing non-renewable 
energy resources power plants, necessitate more accurate methods for wind speed and energy 
prediction, as well as more accurate, reliable, and economical control techniques.  
1.2 Thesis Objectives 
Power systems economic analysis requires knowledge of the present and the expected future 
conditions of the power system. Current production and the hour-ahead and/or the day-ahead 
prediction of power production play a vital role in managing the power system to ensure secure and 
reliable operation. This affects the power system operation costs, day-ahead unit commitment process 
and hour-ahead and day-ahead electricity market clearing prices.  
The main objective of this thesis is the development of new efficient techniques to control and 
predict the power production of wind farms equipped with variable-speed, inverter-based wind 
turbines. This objective can be broken down into the following: 
 
Wind Characteristic Objectives 
♦   Investigate the usage of previously developed Grey predictor rolling models for hourly 
(short term) wind speed forecasting and wind power prediction. 
♦   Develop modified versions of the Grey predictor to enhance the prediction accuracy and 
eliminate overshoots in the predicted values of the traditional Grey models. 
♦   Develop a new prediction model for medium term prediction (up to one day ahead) of wind 
speed and wind direction based on developing a linear model relating current observations 




♦   Test the accuracy of the proposed prediction models by comparing their outputs with those 
generated by the reference prediction model referred to as the persistent model. 
 
Wind Farm Operation Objectives 
♦   Develop a control technique for doubly-fed induction generators (DFIG) that is capable of 
regulating the terminal voltage and reducing the generation losses by equally sharing the 
generated/absorbed reactive power between the rotor-side and the grid-side converters.  
♦   Develop a new aggregated model for wind farms while considering the irregular wind field 
distribution within the wind farm layout. 
♦   Investigate the application of the developed control technique for large scale wind farms by 
using the developed aggregated model.   
 
Economical Objectives 
♦   Investigate the economic benefits due to the reduction in the generation losses for DFIGs. 
♦   Simulate a single-auction electricity market model to investigate the possible impact of 
integrating wind farms to the utility grid on the total generation costs and the real-time 
electricity market prices. 
1.3 Thesis Outline 
Figure  1-2 provides a block diagram of the thesis skeleton. The thesis is organized as follows: 
• Chapter two presents a literature survey of the available techniques for wind speed 
forecasting and wind farm output power prediction. Advantages and disadvantages of these 
techniques are presented. This chapter also surveys the previously developed models for wind 
farms. The proper fields of application of each model and their usage limitations are 
discussed. Previously developed control techniques and algorithms used for voltage 
regulation and reactive power control of wind farms are also reviewed. Finally, the developed 





The rest of this thesis is divided into two parts: The first part, presented in Chapter three, investigates 
the production prediction and control of a single variable speed wind turbine (VSWT) unit. This 
includes developing new models for the wind power prediction of a VSWT, and investigates a control 
technique to reduce its operational power losses. The second part, Chapters four, five, and six, 
investigates the operational aspects of wind farms. This includes, developing a new wind field model 
for wind farms dynamic operation studies, developing a new technique for the prediction of wind 
farm active power production and investigating the impact of wind farms integration to utility grids 
on electricity markets clearing prices. The contents of these parts (chapters) can be summarized as 
follows:    
• Chapter three investigates the usage of previously developed Grey predictor rolling models 
for hourly wind speed forecasting and wind power prediction (short term prediction). The 
generated results revealed that these models sometimes cause overshoots in the predicted 
values that increase the prediction errors. Therefore, two new modified versions for the Grey 
rolling models are proposed to overcome the occurrence of these overshoots and reduce the 
generated errors. The accuracy of the models is tested by comparing their results with the 
corresponding results generated by the reference prediction model (the persistent model). 
Finally, a control technique for doubly-fed induction generators (DFIGs) wind turbines is 
developed. The aim for such technique is to regulate the terminal voltage by equally sharing 
the generated/absorbed reactive power between the rotor-side and the grid-side converters. 
The economic impacts on the generator losses is investigated and compared with that of the 
conventional control method where the rotor-side converters can generate/absorb reactive 
power while the grid-side converters are not allowed to do so. 
• In Chapter four, a new aggregated model for wind farms that takes into consideration the 
wake effect and the time delay in modelling the wind field distribution of the different 
turbines within the farm is developed. The wind farm is modeled with DFIGs equipped with 
the control technique proposed in chapter three. This model is then used to simulate the 
dynamic response of large scale wind farm under various operating conditions.  
• The Grey models presented in Chapter three are only efficient for one-step ahead prediction. 
These models exhibit a high prediction error for medium and long term prediction horizons 
such as day ahead prediction. However, these horizons are essential for several related power 
system operations such as day ahead electricity market bidding and reserve schedules. 
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Therefore, a new forecasting model for one day ahead wind speed, wind direction and 
consequently, wind power prediction is presented in Chapter five. The proposed prediction 
models are based on linearly relating the forecasted values to their corresponding historical 
values in previous years within the same time period and then projects this linear model into 
the future. The results are compared with those of the persistent model for accuracy checking. 
• Chapter six simulates a single auction electricity market model for power networks with 
embedded wind generation. The presented market model was formulated as a Nonlinear 
Programming Problem (NLP) and solved using the MINOS solver in the General Algebraic 
Modelling System (GAMS) environment. This model was used to investigate the impact of 
wind power variability, wind farm control strategy, wind energy penetration level, wind farm 
location, and wind power prediction accuracy on the total generation costs and real-time 
electricity market prices. 
• Chapter seven presents the thesis summary, conclusions and recommendations for future 












Wind is a form of solar energy, since it is caused by the differences in the heating levels of the 
atmosphere by the sun. Wind energy is captured by wind turbines that convert the kinetic energy of 
the wind into mechanical power. This mechanical power is converted into electricity by a generator 
inside the wind turbine [9]. This chapter introduces the basic anatomy of wind farms in terms of the 
concepts of operation of their wind turbines. This is followed by a literature survey for the main 
issues addressed within this thesis and they are; wind power prediction, wind farm modelling and 
control, and the impact of wind farm integration on the electricity market. 
2.1 Wind Farm Anatomy 
Wind turbines vary in their ratings from a fraction of kW to 2 MW. Turbines can operate as a single 
unit or few connected units to form what is known as a distributed wind system with capacities from a 
few kW up to 5 MW. Wind facilities work either as stand alone systems serving individual customers 
or as a grid connected to the power distribution network. Large arrays of wind turbines that are 
connected together to form what is known as wind farms with capacities that vary from 5 MW to 
several hundred megawatts. Usually, they are connected to the transmission system and sometimes to 
the distribution network [10]. The numbers of wind turbines that constitute a wind farm vary from a 
few turbines to several thousands of connected wind turbines. Figure  2-1 presents a block diagram for 
the main components of a general configuration of wind farms. 
2.1.1   Wind Turbines 
Wind turbines are the main components of wind farms. They are usually mounted on towers to 
capture the most kinetic energy. Turbines catch the wind's energy with their propeller-like blades 
shown in Figure  2-2. Two or three blades are usually used. These blades are mounted on a shaft to 
form a rotor. The main types of generators for wind turbines are; synchronous, squirrel cage 
induction, and doubly fed induction generators [11-16]. Permanent magnetic and switched reluctance 
generators are sometimes used [17-18]. Wind turbines can be used as stand-alone systems [19], or 
they can be connected to a utility power grid [20]. Sometimes turbines are hybrid with other resources 
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such as photovoltaic systems [21-22]. Brief explanations of the different types of wind turbines and 




Figure  2-1: Main components of a wind farm. 
 
2.1.2 Power Collection and Transmission System 
A power collection and transmission system is required in wind farms to connect the wind turbines 
arrays with the other components of wind farms and to transmit the generated power to either 
distribution or transmission networks depending on the farm capacity and voltage level [10]. The 
most common configuration is that each turbine unit has a transformer connected to it. However, in 
some configurations, two or three turbine units are connected together to one transformer. The output 
power of the transforms is carried by medium voltage underground cables to an overhead or 
underground collection lines that transmit the power to the wind farm substation. Here, the primary 





Figure  2-2: Cross-sectional area of a turbine blade. 
2.1.3 Anemometers 
Anemometers are either mounted on each wind turbine or on towers as high as 107 m at different 
locations on a wind farm. Often, each anemometer, the tower type, controls the input data for two or 
three turbines in order to reduce the cost of the required anemometers [23].   
2.1.4 Control, Monitoring, and Communication Systems 
Wind farms must be controlled in order to generate electricity when the wind speeds are sufficient 
and disconnected for low wind speed or very high wind speed conditions. In addition, the reactive 
power demand of the wind farm and the voltage at the point of common coupling must also be 
controlled under all operating conditions: normal, fault conditions, over-loading operation, and 
islanding. Generally, wind farms are equipped with two types of control systems: wind turbine 
control systems and a central automatic control system. 
A wind turbine control system, consisting of the unit control and the local control in Figure  2-1, 
receives information about the wind (speed and direction), turbine temperature, vibration level, 
generator voltage, current and rotational speed, and the utility interconnection status. According to the 
received information, the turbine control system performs several control operations such as; turbine 
operation start or stop control, brake control for emergencies, pitch angle control for variable pitch 
turbines, yaw derive control for upwind turbines, generator synchronizing control for synchronous 
generators (where there is no interface), voltage regulation, reactive power control, and turbine 
transformer on-load tap changer control [23]. In some cases, to reduce the cost of the control system 
one control unit for two or more turbines can be used. This is known as the central control technique 
for multiple units. It receives data from the wind stations and the central control system of the farm to 
adjust several turbine units. 
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A central control and monitoring system is required for wind farms especially large farms with 
large arrays of wind turbines. Usually, this is achieved by using a Supervisory Control And Data 
Acquisition (SCADA) system. It allows a central computer system to monitor and control each 
turbine operation, as well as the entire wind farm operation. The SCADA is located in the central 
room, the substation of the wind farm, or even at a remote off site point. SCADA systems are capable 
of the following [24, 25]. 
 
1. modifying the output power or voltage of the individual units and/or the whole wind 
farm. 
2. forcing the individual units to operate at specific modes. 
3. optimizing the start up settings of the timers. 
 
SCADA systems convey the following information. 
 
1. wind speed. 
2. number of starts, stops, and trips. 
3. energy produced by each individual unit. 
4. total energy produced by the farm. 
5. generation time. 
6. operation conditions at the trip instants. 
7. trip type. 
8. number of subsystem operations such as yaw drive, and breakers. 
9. plot for power versus wind speed. 
 
As for the communication system, two-ways communication signals are possible, between different 
wind turbines and the central control site. These systems consist of metallic conductors, microwave 
emitters and receivers, fibre optic cables, or carrier wave signals on the electrical power lines, 
depending on the system and the environmental requirements. Furthermore, a communication system 
with the interconnecting utility must be provided to interchange information between the wind farm 




2.2 Concepts of the Operation of Wind Turbines 
The four concepts of operation of the currently used grid connected wind turbines are: constant speed 
wind turbines, limited variable speed wind turbines, variable speed wind turbines with partial scale 
frequency converter, and variable speed wind turbines with full-scale frequency converter [26, 27].  
2.2.1  Type A: Constant Speed Wind Turbines 
Usually, such turbines are equipped with squirrel cage induction generators, as shown in Figure  2-3. 
In this configuration concept, a gear box is used to couple the turbine shaft to the generator shaft. 
Such wind turbines have no pitch angle control and their rotors are designed so that their efficiency 
decrease at high wind speeds thus reducing the amount of mechanical power that can be extracted 
from the wind power. Also, compensation capacitors are used to provide sufficient reactive power for 
the induction machines. Sometimes synchronous generators are used, but in these cases, no 
compensation capacitors (and in some cases, no gear box) are required. These types lack the presence 
of active and reactive power control resulting in large fluctuation in the output power. 
 
Figure  2-3: Type A: constant speed wind turbines. 
 
2.2.2  Type B: Limited Variable Speed Wind Turbines  
These types are equipped with Wound Rotor Induction Generators (WRIG) as shown in Figure  2-4. 
They are characterized by having variable additional rotor resistances that are controlled by an optical 
controlled converter that is mounted on the rotor shaft. By controlling the additional resistance, the 
generator slip is controlled. These types are referred to as OptiSlip turbines. The main drawback of 




Figure  2-4: Type B: limited variable speed wind turbines. 
 
2.2.3  Type C: Variable Speed Wind Turbines with Partial Scale Frequency Converters 
These types are equipped with doubly fed induction generators as seen in Figure  2-5. In this concept, 
a gear box is also used. These types of wind turbines have back-to-back voltage source converters for 
feeding the rotor windings. These turbines have a pitch angle control to limit the power extracted at 
high wind speeds conditions. No compensation capacitors are used.  
2.2.4 Type D: Variable Speed Wind Turbines with Full-Scale Frequency Converters 
These types are equipped with direct drive synchronous generators as shown in Figure  2-6. In this 
concept, no gear box is used, since the synchronous generators are low speed multi-pole generators. 
Such types are equipped with back-to-back voltage source converters or diode rectifiers and voltage 
source converters to couple the generators with the grids. The pitch angle control provides a limit to 
the extracted power at high wind speeds conditions. In addition, squirrel cage induction generators are 
used with these types but gear boxes must be used and compensation capacitors may also be used. 
Table  2-1 presents the development of installing the previously discussed concepts worldwide for 
the period from 1998 to 2002. Type A (constant speed) was the most dominant concept till 2000 
when Type C (variable speed with partial scale converter) became the most dominant. Currently, in 
the European Union, Type C represents 45 % of the total installed capacity, compared to 30 % for 
Type A [27]. Consequently, this thesis is focused on studying the currently dominant type, variable 





Figure  2-5: Type C: variable speed wind turbines with partial scale frequency converters. 
 
Figure  2-6:  Type D: variable speed wind turbines with full-scale frequency converters. 
 
Table  2-1: Percentage sharing of the different wind turbine concepts. 
% Share 
Concept 
1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 
Type A 39.6 40.8 39 31.1 27.8 
Type B 17.8 17.1 17.2 15.4 5.1 
Type C 26.5 28.1 28.2 36.3 46.8 
Type D 16.1 14 15.6 17.2 20.3 
Total Installed 
Capacity (MW) 2349 3788 4381 7058 7248 
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2.3  Wind Speed and Wind Power Prediction Techniques 
Wind speed depends on temperature, pressure differences, and the terrain. Wind forecasting is 
essential for the power utility to schedule the connection and disconnection periods of wind farms or 
the conventional generators with the utility network for an optimal operational cost and a low 
environmental impact. Also, wind speed forecasting is crucial to simulate the output power from wind 
farms and to solve the load flow problems of electrical power systems with embedded wind 
generation [28]. This section provides a survey of the various methods for forecasting the wind speed 
and the wind power of wind farms. 
2.3.1 Spatial Correlation-Based Methods 
These techniques are based on using wind speed and data sets from neighbouring sites to the site 
under investigation for wind speed and wind power prediction. One of the methods is based on using 
a Fuzzy Expert System (FES) to forecast the wind speed and the electrical power at a wind energy 
conversion system site (WECS) [29]. For this method, the wind speed and direction measurements 
from several wind stations, installed around and in the WECS site via wireless modems to a central 
computer, are involved. This central computer runs the FES, which exploits any spatial correlation 
among the measuring stations’ wind series. In this method, two genetic algorithm implementations 
are used and compared for training the FES. Figure  2-7presents the wind forecasting technique, based 
on the FES.  
 
 
Figure  2-7: Wind forecasting system. 
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Another method has been developed for forecasting both the wind speed and the output electric 
power at a wind energy conversion system site (WECS) for a few hours ahead. The method depends 
on Artificial Neural Network (ANN) for forecasting [30]. This method is based on using the data of 
several sites to train the ANN model. The measurements are collected from sites 0.8 km to 40 km 
apart. Two cases were studied. The first case was a long distant one where the separation between the 
upwind and the downwind sites ranges from 10 km to 40 km, as displayed in Figure  2-8. Three cup 
anemometers are installed at the sites at a height of approximately 10 m. These anemometers are used 
to collect the required historical data and the ANN is trained by using two hours of previous data 
from all the sites with a window of 5 min; i.e. 24 data samples from each site. The outputs of the 
ANN are 8 forecasted values ahead with a window of 15 min.  
The second case is a short distant one where the separation between the upwind and the downwind 
sites ranges from 0.5 km to 3 km, as shown in Figure  2-9. Pairs of anemometers are installed for two 
weeks to collect data with time delays shorter than 20 minutes. 
Recently, advanced spatial correlation-based technique using local recurrent neural networks and 
advanced fuzzy models have also been developed for forecasting wind speed and wind power up to 
36 hours ahead [31] - [33].  
These models require sets of data from more than one site in order to achieve reasonable prediction 
accuracy. Moreover, these techniques are direction dependent. Consequently, wind direction data is 
also necessary for the accurate application of such techniques in wind speed forecasting. 
 
 




Figure  2-9:  Short distant sites. 
2.3.2  Time Series-Based Methods 
Several time-series models have been developed for wind speed forecasting, including Auto 
Regressive (AR) models, Auto Regressive Moving Average (ARMA) models, and Auto Regression 
Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) models. In addition, time series models based on ANN have 
been used for wind speed forecasting. Among these ANN-based methods, an Elman Recurrent 
Network (ERN), an Adaptive Network-based Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS), a Radial Basis 
Function network (RBF), and a Neural Logic Networks (NLN) [34 - 39] are implemented.  
These models require large sets of historical data for their parameter estimation and model training 
(up to weeks of recorded data). Moreover, the models have proven to be effective only for very short 
term predictions (a few hours ahead), especially, one step ahead prediction. Furthermore, it has been 
reported that ANN-based methods have some disadvantages such as; the absence of reliable theory to 
build the ANN structure and that the training process may be trapped in partial minimum and thus 
will not be able to reach the global optimization. 
2.3.3 Statistical-Based Methods 
Several statistical-based techniques have been reported for wind atlas preparations, the prediction of 
wind farms out-of-service and rated production periods, wind sites monthly and annual production, 
wind turbines optimum sites, predicting the performance of hybrid wind systems along with their 
annual production, consumption of fuel, and costs [40 - 42]. These techniques depend on analyzing 
historical wind speeds and wind direction data, recorded at the sites under investigation. Such 
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techniques are effective for economic-based studies and are not capable of hourly wind parameters 
forecasting. 
Other types of Statistical-based techniques have been developed for hourly wind parameter 
prediction [43 - 44]. These techniques use online measurements and illustrative variables. Usually, 
they use the output of NWP especially for long term predictions which are often inaccurate.  
2.3.4 Monte Carlo- Based Methods 
There are two methods based on the Monte Carlo simulation for simulating the wind speed of wind 
farms. The first method consists of applying a series of steps to available sets of wind speeds with 
given Rayleih distributions and correlation matrices that are summarized as follows [45]. 
 
1. Use Monte Carlo simulation to generate wind speeds according to the Rayleigh 
distribution for each wind farm. 
2. Subtract the mean wind speed of each wind farm from the obtained wind speed. 
3. Divide the result by the standard deviation. This results in sets of uncorrelated 
standardized variables.  
4. Use the correlation matrices formula to obtain the new values with the covariance matrix 
and the mean values. 
 
The problem with this method is that if it is applied to a non-normal distribution, negative values of 
wind speeds are obtained which can be ignored, according to the researchers. These negative values 
represent 5% of the generated results for the simulation of wind speeds at seven wind farms that 
increases with the increased number of wind farms. Also, this method results in a different shape of 
the frequency distribution than that of the Rayleih distribution. 
 
The second method depends on simulating the wind speed series by taking into account the 
previously obtained conditional probability in the first method. The procedure of this method as 
follows [45]: 
1. Assume that we have n1 numbers to represent the wind speed set for a given wind farm (farm 
1). 
2. Generate a random number r1 to simulate the wind speed for a given wind farm 1 for a given 
hour such that 0 ≤ r1 ≤ n1. 
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3. Determine the wind speed value Ur1 to represent the wind speed for wind farm 1. 
4. Count the number of times that Ur1 appears in the set of data for wind farm 1. 
5. Generate a random number r2 to simulate the wind speed for wind farm 2 for a given hour 
such that 0 ≤ r2 ≤ Ur1. 
6. Determine the wind speed value Ur2 that represents the wind speed for wind farm 2. 
7. Count the number of times that Ur2 appears in the set of data for wind farm 2 corresponding 
to the wind speed Ur1 for wind farm 1. 
8. Repeat for the remaining wind farms. 
 
Similar to the first method, this method results in a different shape of the frequency distribution 
than that of the Rayleih distribution. Moreover, for both methods, the wind speed is assumed to be the 
same for all the turbine units in each farm. The first method is applied to the power network shown in 
Figure  2-10 to simulate the wind speed in each wind farm, and to predict the probability of 
occurrence of all possible active and reactive power.  
 
 
Figure  2-10:  Power network under investigation. 
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2.3.5 Physical Power Prediction Model 
Finally, several physical models have been developed that predict wind power production up to 48 
hours ahead [46] – [48]. These models are based on using Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) 
models, and take into consideration several factors including local surface roughness and its changes, 
the effects of obstacles and orography, speed up or down, local wind speed scaling within wind farms, 
wind farm layout, and wind turbines power curves  [46, 47].  
One of the developed physical models requires the use of the predictions of the wind speed from 
the High Resolution Limited Area Model (HIRLIAM) of the Danish Meteorological Institute, and is 
modified specifically for individual areas (sites of the wind farms) by using the geostrophic drag law 
to transform such predictions to the surface. Then the resulting surface wind speed is applied to a 
matrix, generated by sub-models of the WASP (Wind Atlas Application and Analysis Program) for 
considering some local effects such as shelter from obstacles, local surface roughness and its changes, 
and the effects of orography, speed up or down. The output of the WASP (found to have a root mean 
squared error RMSE of about 1.5 m/s in the wind speed prediction) passes through a Model Output 
Statistics (MOS 1) that scales the local wind speed. Then, the PARK model is used to introduce the 
effect of the wind farm layout (wake effect) and the power curves of the wind turbines. The output of 
the PARK model is corrected by the MOS 2 model. Figure  2-11 is a flow chart of the model. This 
approach is used to predict the wind farm power production from 0 to 36 hours ahead. The same 
approach has been modified and enhanced by using spatial smoothing effects to predict power 
production for as many as 48 hours [48]. 
 
These models have been involved in wind farms output power prediction, but are characterized by 
the following drawbacks [27]. 
 
• very complicated and very expensive. 
• not reliable when weather service forecasts are delayed.  
• generate large errors when there is a time shift between the forecast and the real data. This has 
been recorded to be very often the case. 
• not effective for very short term prediction (few hours ahead). 





Figure  2-11: Flow chart of the physical prediction model. 
 
2.4  Wind Farm Modelling Approaches 
Wind farm modelling is necessary to investigate the performance of the farm either with a grid 
connection or as a stand alone system. The modelling helps in the study of the farm performance 
during normal modes of operation, as well as up-normal conditions such as fault conditions, 
islanding, voltage fluctuations and changes in the aerodynamic torque. Also, the accurate modelling 
of an electric grid with embedded wind farms is essential to study the impact of the farm on the grid 
and the dynamic interaction between the utility grid and the wind farm. During the last decade, 
several models have been introduced for wind farms depending on the purpose of the study. The 
developed models are briefly described in the following subsections. 
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2.4.1  Simple Third Order Model 
One of the simplest models is the third order model shown in Figure  2-12. The state variables in this 
model are the induced rotor voltage, the angle of the rotor flux with respect to the chosen reference 
frame, and the rotor speed [49]. Mathematical expressions have been derived for each induction 
generator in the farm by using the synchronous rotating frame of reference. This model differs from 
the conventional model for the induction generators, proposed by Krause [50] in the fact that the 
Krause model is based on nine state variables, but this model ignores the stator transients. Moreover, 
in this developed model, the stator currents and voltages are derived directly from the flux linkages 
and the rotor variables.  
 
Figure  2-12:   Simple wind farm third order model. 
 
The connection of the circuit representing the wind farm is radial. Thus d- and q- axis 
transformations are chosen for the correction capacitors, connecting circuits, and the generators. The 
fourth-order Runge-Kutta method with a 1 ms time step is applied to solve this model. This model is 
used to investigate the dynamic performance of 500 kW and 1 MW wind turbines under various 
conditions such as sinusoidal oscillation in the driving torque, voltage disturbance at the network 
source, and frequency response. The results of the reduced model are compared and they are found to 
be in good agreement with the results of the traditional model proposed by [50]. However, the 
simulation results demonstrate only the performance of a wind turbine and not the entire farm which 
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indicates that it is assumed that the turbines are identical in operation which significantly simplifies 
the model. Moreover, the model does not include anything about the aerodynamic behaviour of the 
wind turbine and the model used for the turbines is the generators model only. 
2.4.2 PQ and RX Models 
Another approach in modelling wind farms includes the consideration of different wind speeds that 
cause different amounts of active power to be produced by each generator [51]. In this model, the 
farm is assumed to consist of n parallel connected doubly fed induction machines. Firstly after the 
model is developed for the doubly fed induction machine, the dynamic performance of this model 
was tested. Then, the output active and reactive power of each generator unit is calculated by the 
model under different wind conditions. From these power calculations, the total active and reactive 
powers of the farm are calculated, as illustrated in Figure  2-13.  
 
Figure  2-13:  P and Q model for a wind farm. 
 
The variation of the wind speed of each generator is simulated in two different ways,    
1. a constant wind speed with different magnitudes that varies with time is assumed to be 
applied to each generator. 
2. a sinusoidal type wind speed with different magnitudes and frequency is assumed to be 
applied to each generator. 
 
In another study, the conventional PQ bus model for the wind farm is modified, where the 
generators' active power and the power factors are assumed and the reactive power is calculated by 
considering the steady state model of generators (in this study, the generators are the induction type 
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and assumed identical) [52-55]. The electric network is shown in Figure  2-14, and the model for the 
induction machines is illustrated in Figure  2-15. Here, the real power is calculated from the wind 
speed by using the power curves in the first iteration; then, it is assumed to be constant during the 
iterative simulation. As a result, the simulation is easier since the reactive power is dependent only on 
the buses voltages. The reactive power is calculated by one of two ways, 
1. If the buses voltages are assumed constant, then the reactive power is constant and 
calculated from the first iteration.  
2. if the buses voltages are not constant, then use the expressions relating the reactive power 
to the buses voltage and an iterative method (Newton Raphson). 
 
The same study proposed another model of a wind farm, based on using the RX bus model instead 
of the PQ bus model. The algorithm in this model is summarized as follows [52-55]. 
1. Assume an initial value for the machines' slip (let it be the rated value). 
2. Calculated the impedance Z. 
3. Model the wind farm as an RX bus, including the admittance of the machines in the 
admittance matrix. 
4. Calculate the voltages in the buses from the first power flow analysis. 
5. Calculate the mechanical power of the turbines by computing ( )( )ssRIP RRm /12 −−= . 
6. Calculate the tip speed ratio and the power coefficient of the turbine, and then calculate the 
power extracted from the wind. 
7. Compare both powers; if they are equal, then the simulation is finished; if not, modify the 




1 , where J is a factor depending on the 
machine parameters. 
 
In this study the following assumptions are made. 
1. The wind farm consists of two rows of turbines, separated by long distance to ignore the 
interaction between them. 
2. The turbines in each row are close enough to each other to include their interactions. 
3. In the case where the wind is perpendicular to the rows the wind speed is assumed the 
same for all machines. If the wind is parallel, then the given wind speed is considered to 
be the wind speed at the first machine in the row facing the wind, and the wind speed for 
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the rest of the machines in the row is approximated by Ui = {0.5/ln(h/zo)} i. U1, where U1 
is the given wind speed (wind speed at the site of the first machine), h is the hub height, 
and zo is the roughness length and assumed to be equal to 0.002. 
 
The Newton-Raphson method is adopted for the load flow analysis of the network with the wind 
farm, consisting of 50 identically stalled regulated WTG systems. These models are appropriate for 
load flow analysis. However, they are insufficient for dynamic analysis of wind farms performance 
under various disturbances. Moreover, the considered wake effect model is very simple and not 
accurate enough.  
 
 
Figure  2-14:  Electric network under study. 
 
Figure  2-15:  Induction machine steady-state model. 
2.4.3 State Variable Matrix Model 
Another model has been developed to investigate the load flow and transient stability analysis of the 
Cyprus power system with a small wind farm connection [56]. The Cyprus grid system is simplified 
to a 690 MW synchronous machine which is represented by using the synchronous rotating model. 
This machine represents node 1, as shown in Figure  2-16. The loads are represented by Wi and fed 
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through transmission line with impedance Zi+2. The wind farm consists of 300 kW HAWTs, equipped 
with induction generators and represented by Wn-2. The farm is connected to the grid through 
impedance Zn. A linearized model is used to model the wind farm turbines, as shown in Figure  2-17 
(the wind farm aggregation effect is ignored in this model). A linearized model for the induction 
generator is developed by selecting the synchronous rotating frame of reference, and the overall 
system model is described as BUMXAxAx ++=
•
21 , where x is the state variable matrix, MX = 
∆Im is the branch current matrix, A1, A2 are the matrices containing state equation parameters, and U 
is the control input.  
These linearized models are efficient for specific operating points. Moreover, identical operating 
conditions for the involved wind turbines are assumed which in not realistic condition for large scale 
wind farms.  
 
 
Figure  2-16:  Power system with a grid connected wind farm. 
 
Figure  2-17:  Dynamics of a wind turbine. 
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2.4.4 Aggregated Models 
For the aggregation of wind turbines, the models of several identical wind turbines (even in the 
incoming wind) are combined in a single turbine model with a higher rating. The parameters are 
obtained by preserving the electrical and the mechanical parameters per unit, and increasing the 
nominal power to the equivalent of the involved turbines in the aggregation process [57 – 59].  
This aggregated model reduces the computation and simulation times in comparison with the 
detailed model with different representations of tens or hundreds of turbines and their 
interconnections. However, the aggregated model requires specific care in choosing what to aggregate 
in order to be as close to reality as possible. In addition, this type of modelling is very difficult for 
wind turbines without a parallel distribution (i.e. in the form of an array which is the most common 
distribution for offshore wind farm, but not common for onshore wind farms).  
 
In 2002, a structure of an aggregated model for wind farms was presented [26], and consists of the 
following. 
1. an aggregated model for the wind speed. 
2. an aggregated model for wind turbine. 
3. a layout specification of the wind farm, specified by giving the x and y coordinates of each 
individual unit. 
 
The main requirement for developing such a model is that it must adequately represent the 
behaviour of the wind farm during normal operation, as well as disturbances such as voltage drops 
and frequency changes. The assumptions proposed on using such model follow. 
1. Neglect the impedance of the cables within the farm, since these impedances are small 
compared to those of the grid connections. However, the impedances of the transformers 
must be considered. 
2. Assume the wind speed consists of a fully stochastic part that is different for each wind 
turbine, and a fully deterministic part which is the same for each wind turbine; however, it 





Figure  2-18 and Figure  2-19 represent the basic structures of the aggregated model for wind farms 
for constant speed or variable speed wind turbines [26]. The parameters for an aggregated model, 
representing a wind farm with constant speed wind turbines, are given in Table  2-2. 
 
 
Figure  2-18:  Aggregated model structure for a wind farm with constant speed wind turbines. 
 
 
Figure  2-19:  Aggregated model structure for a wind farm with variable speed wind turbine. 
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The parameters for the wind farm aggregated model with variable speed wind turbines are similar 
to those listed in Table  2-2, except that no model is required for the generator. For the individual 
turbine model, the parameters of the wind turbine such as minimum and maximum rotor speed, 
nominal power, and total inertia are required. 
 
Table  2-2:  Parameters for the wind farm aggregated model with constant speed wind turbines. 
Subsystem Parameters Required 
Wind Speed Model Measured wind speed sequence (or average wind speed value, gust, and 
ramp) and the direction of the wind 
Individual Turbine Model Air density, performance coefficients, and rotor diameter 
Equivalent Generator Model MVA base of the whole wind farm, generator time constants, generator 
inductances, rotor and generator inertia constant, and shaft parameters 
Farm Layout X and y coordination of each wind turbine 
 
One of the approaches for the aggregated model is to consider a fixed speed stall-controlled wind 
farm consisting of 10 turbines. Each turbine is rated at 500 kW. The model represents a farm with one 
turbine model, equipped with an induction machine, and this is sometimes referred to as the single 
machine model. However, for this approach, it is assumed that the final turbine model has the same 
rating 500 kW [57]. The different parts of the wind turbine model have been developed in the form of 
separate modules. The wind speed is expressed in a time series, provided by the user of the wind 
farm. The aerodynamic torque expression becomes a function of the wind speed in the case of a fixed 
speed stall-controlled wind turbine since Cp is a function of the wind speed only; there is no change in 
the pitch angle or the rotational speed. The model for the mechanical drive train is the two mass 
model with a gear box assumed to be ideal. The model for the induction generator is a third order 
model. This aggregated model is used to investigate the impact of the wind farm on the voltage 
quality and the power system stability. 
The last approach is modified in another study to investigate the transient stability of a fixed 
speed stall-controlled wind farm, composed of 36 wind turbines arranged in 3 rows, each with 12 
turbines [58]. The incoming wind speed is assumed to be constant during the simulation and 
perpendicular to the rows. The value of the wind speed of the incoming wind represents the wind 
speed of the first row, and the values decrease by 10 % from one row to the next in the direction of 
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the wind. Thus, the aggregated model of the wind farm consists of 3 turbines; each turbine 
representing the aggregated model for the turbines in a given row. The resulting model configuration 
is given in Figure  2-20. The model of each equivalent wind turbine comprises an aerodynamic torque, 
drive train, and induction generator model that are modeled as explained in the last approach.  
 
 
Figure  2-20:  3 turbines aggregated model. 
2.4.5 Detailed Model 
One of the detailed models was developed for a Danish wind farm of 6 identical wind turbines, 
identical in parameters and operating conditions, with a 2 MW capacity, connected to the grid as 
shown in Figure  2-21. The purpose of this model is to study the power quality impact, such as 
reactive power, power variation, and flickers, of the wind farm on the Danish power system under 
normal operating conditions [60]. The model was devised by the dedicated power system analysis 
tool, DIgSILENT. This model consists of models for the grid to which the turbines are connected, 
models for the electrical and mechanical components of wind turbines, including the aerodynamic 
aspects, and the wind speed model. The generators are induction generators. Figure  2-22 offers the 
block diagram of the simplified electrical model of the wind turbine, including the control block, 
starter, capacitor bank, and transformer. The model for the mechanical parts of the wind turbine is 
presented in Figure  2-23. The aerodynamic model is represented by the aerodynamic power equation. 
The wind speed model consists of two parts: a hub wind model that is used for modelling the fixed 
wind speed at the hub height and a rotor wind model, where the averaging of the hub wind speed over 
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the whole rotor, the rotational turbulence, and the tower shadow effect are considered. Similar 
operating conditions for all the turbines are assumed. Thus, the simulation results are carried out for 
only one turbine and compared with the measured values from the Danish wind farm and found to be 
in good agreement. However, this assumption is not valid for large scale wind farms.  
 
 
Figure  2-21:  Network under investigation. 
 




Figure  2-23:  Mechanical components model. 
Another approach has been used to investigate the importance of the wind turbines' mechanical 
system on the power system. The off-shore wind farm under investigation consists of 72 identical 2 
MW wind turbines, arranged in 6 rows and each row consists of 12 turbines [61, 62]. The model for 
representing each wind turbine is given in Figure  2-24. A fifth order model is used for the involved 
no-load compensated induction generators, and the model of the wind turbine shafts is also included. 
Two assumptions for the wind speed are separately investigated. The first assumption is that a regular 
wind distribution exists within the wind farm, and that the wind turbines have the same operating 
point with a subjected wind speed of 12 m/s. The second assumption is based on the irregular wind 
distribution within the wind farm with an incident wind speed of 14 m/s at the sites of the wind 
turbine group facing the wind, and reduced by 0.5 m/s from one group to another in the direction of 
the wind. In the second assumption, two directions of the wind are investigated: perpendicular to and 
parallel to the wind turbines rows. The goal of this study is to compare the performance of the wind 
farm and the effect of the wind turbine shaft stiffness by using different wind farm models: detailed, 
aggregated (multi-machine), and single machine models. The PSS/E dynamic simulation tool is used 
to develop this model.  
It is worth mentioning that, for large scale wind farms, developing such models will very difficult. 
 
 
Figure  2-24: Wind turbine model used in the detailed wind farm model. 
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2.5 Wind Farm Control Techniques 
Several schemes and techniques have been developed to control the active and reactive power flow to 
and from a wind farm via the interface between the wind farm and the utility grid. This section is a 
literature survey of the various control techniques, algorithms, and the regulators and compensators 
for the voltage regulation and the reactive power control of wind farms.  
Among the proposed schemes, those dealing with the generator controllers such as the scheme that 
proposes the utilization of the rotary frequency converter for the interconnection between the doubly 
fed induction generators and the power system grid [63, 64]. 
2.5.1 Remote Voltage Control Techniques  
Researchers have proposed a voltage control system to reduce and improve the impact of the 
dispersed generation such as wind farms on the distribution network [65]. In this study, the standard 
voltage level for the French network, 230 V +6 % -10 % for low voltage and 230 V +5 %, -5 % for 
medium voltage, is used. The impact of the generators on the voltage levels for medium voltage 
feeders depends on the generator power and the feeder loading (customer voltage levels). A new 
voltage control function has been developed to manage the voltage regulators of the substations 
transformers and the reactive power of the generators. This function checks the calculated voltage 
levels on the network periodically such that they do not exceed the limits (over voltage and/or voltage 
drops limits). Then, the function searches for an optimal combination of the on-load tap changer 
voltage level at the substation and the generator reactive power level.  This function allows remote 
voltage regulation. However, to determine the voltage constraints, load flow calculations are required. 
Thus, this voltage regulation function depends on the results of the FACE (Advanced Function of 
Electrical Calculation) that depends on a back-forward sweep algorithm to analyze the load flow.  
In this study, it was concluded that it is necessary to adapt the electric network by allowing the 
dispersed generators (wind farms) to communicate with the distribution control system. As a result, 
the FACE and the voltage regulation functions are provided with the required measurements for the 
voltage, and active and reactive power. Also, the remote terminal points (farm generators and 
substation transformer) should be adapted to receive set point values. The layout for the process is 






Figure  2-25:  Process layout. 
2.5.2 Supervisory Control of DFIGs based Wind Farms 
Controlling the active and reactive power of the total wind farm is achieved by regulating the active 
and the reactive power of each machine separately [66-69]. A control technique that is derived from 
two cascaded control loops has been proposed. It is based on stator flux oriented vector control of 
Doubly Fed Induction Machines (DFIMs). In this case, the set point of the active power depends on 
the wind speed and that for the reactive power is fixed and determined by the network. The analysis 
and fixation of the limits of active/reactive power generation is pivotal for avoiding the thermal 
disconnection of the DFIM. These limits are established by including the machine and the converter 
limits in the form of limit curves. Once the references of the active and reactive generation are 
determined, the control law is designed by a control algorithm, implemented in a microprocessor that 
has the capability to follow the rapid changes in the references. The development of the algorithm is 




Figure  2-26: Flow chart for the reactive power algorithm. 
 
The previously mentioned algorithm was modified in 2002, where the power factor angle is 
calculated instead of the magnitude of the power factor as in the previous algorithm [70]. 
This system has been studied once more by using a new algorithm, known as the stator flux 
oriented vector control algorithm, represented by the flow chart in Figure  2-27 [71-73]. The algorithm 
is designed according to the following rules. 
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1. The active power is calculated from the wind speed instantaneously. 
2. The total reactive power is calculated from the active power and the desired power factor. 
3. The reference currents for the rotor side ( irxref and iryref ) are obtained by activating a PI 
controller (for the active and reactive power). 
 
 
Figure  2-27:  Flow chart for the stator flux oriented vector control algorithm. 
 
Another integrated control system of wind farms has been developed [74]. The wind farm for 
investigating the validity of such control system was the Yerga wind farm in Spain. The farm layout 
consists of 37 variable speed pitched control wind turbines, equipped with doubly fed induction 
generator. The farm's total rated power is 24.42 MW. The local control system of each unit consists of 
two converters. The first converter is the rotor side converter (RSC) that controls the rotor current in 
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the stator flux frame reference to control the torque and the reactive power of the unit. The second is 
the supply side converter (SSC) which is a current-controlled PWM inverter to regulate the 
delivered/drawn rotor power to/from the grid. A block diagram of the control system is provided in 
Figure  2-28 and consists of the following blocks. 
 
 
Figure  2-28:  Control system block diagram. 
 
 WFAPC: (Wind Farm Active Power Controller) To control the total active power of the 
wind farm and to generate the active power reference for the local units. 
 WFRPC: (Wind Farm Reactive Power Controller) To control the total reactive power of 
the wind farm, to compute the reactive power error, and set up a voltage level reference at 
the wind farm substation. 
 WFVC: (Wind Farm Voltage Controller) To compute the voltage error and set up a 
reactive power reference for each machine's reactive power controller. 
 MVC: (Machine Voltage Controller) To compute the voltage error and set up an 
excitation current reference for the machine excitation current controller. 
 MPT: (Maximum Power Tracking block) To ensure that the rotation speed maintains it 
optimum value. 
 SC: (Speed Controller) To ensure that the rotation speed maintains its reference value. 
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 MRPC: (Machine Reactive Power Controller). 
 MAPC: (Machine Active Power Controller). 
2.5.3 Static VAR Compensators 
The Advanced Static VAR Compensator (ASVC) has been introduced to control the reactive power 
of a wind farm [75]. The network with these types of compensators is shown in Figure  2-29. The 
ASVCs provide the reactive power requirements for the wind farm under different operating 
conditions. Also, ASVCs prevent over voltage under islanding conditions, unless the total reactive 
power in the network is less than that of the ASVCs capacities. In this study, three-level converters 
were used. These converters operate in a Selective Harmonic Elimination Modulation (SHEM) mode 
with a twelve pulse configuration.  
 
 
Figure  2-29:  Network configuration. 
2.5.4 STATCOMs 
STATCOMs have been widely applied on wind farms. A technique strategy, based on a Unity Power 
Factor (UPF) strategy, is developed to control a STATCOM connected to a wind farm bus-bar, as 
shown in Figure  2-30 [76]. The UPF strategy depends on making the power factor at the connection 
between the wind farm and the distribution network equal to unity; thus, no reactive power flows 
between the farm and the network. This strategy is based on successive iterations between an AC load 
flow program and an algorithm for determining the STATCOM voltage setting, as exhibited in Figure 
 2-31. This strategy does not include the consideration of the power losses. To overcome this problem, 
another technique has been developed by using the Optimum Power Flow (OPF) analysis program to 
minimize the power losses by adjusting the STATCOM voltage level, as illustrated in Figure  2-32. 
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When the two techniques are compared, the results show that the increase in the power losses for the 
UPF strategy is not very significant (about 3 %) [72]. In this analysis, the STATCOM losses are 
ignored (< 10 % of the total network losses) [76].  
Another case has been suggested to compare the two strategies, UPF and OPF. In this case, a 
critical condition, a high wind condition and light loading of the system, is examined. The UPF 
strategy amplifies the voltage rise unless the STATCOM is controlled to act as a reactive power sink. 
Also, the OPF strategy can regulate the voltage at the point of connection, accompanied by an 
increase in the network losses.  
Another approach uses the STATCOM with a UPF technique [76]. In this technique, the 
STATCOM supplies the farm with the required VAR up to 4.5 MVAR beyond which the reactive 
power supplied to the farm remains constant, and a voltage control technique with a PI controller is 
used to maintain the voltage at the connection point. This approach is investigated under islanding 
conditions and normal operation with a mitigation technique for voltage fluctuation, resulting from 
passing the turbine blade of the turbine tower. Also, the last case has been simulated by applying a 
pulsating torque to the turbine with a magnitude variation of ± 20 %. However, in the results, the 








Figure  2-31:  UPF algorithm. 
 
Figure  2-32: OPF algorithm. 
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Another application of the STATCOM for reactive power compensation is the wind farm installed 
in Western Denmark (Rejsby Hede wind farm) [77].  This farm consists of 40 wind turbines each 
with a 600 kW capacity, as illustrated in Figure  2-33. The control system is a multiprocessor 




Figure  2-33:  Network under investigation. 
 
Figure  2-34:  Control scheme. 
 
 Q-Control: To determine the required reactive power output of the STATCOM by using the 
input reference value and the instantaneous value for the reactive power. 
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 PPL (Phase Locked Loop): To calculate the phase and frequency information of the bus bar 
fundamental voltage. 
 D-Coordination: To produce the voltage phase angle of the required converter voltage 
space vector for the trigger set. 
 Converter Coordination: To calculate the actual reactive power output of the wind farm and 
determine the reactive power reference.  
 Trigger Set: To generate the switching signals for the GTO thyristors.  
 Limitation Control: To determine the maximum and the minimum limits for the reactive 
power. 
 Capacitor Balance Control: To take care of balancing the capacitor voltages. 
 Actual Values Sensing: To process the input quantity of the STATCOM control. 
 Idc Control: To detect and control the DC component in the converter line voltage. 
2.5.5 PWM-VSCs 
The Pulse Width Modulated - Voltage Source Converter (PWM-VSC) is one of the devices to control  
wind farm outputs. Here, the feed-forward and feed-back control is employed to activate the four 
terminal PWM-VSC, as illustrated in Figure  2-35.  Figure  2-36 displays the network connection 
under study. The control scheme consists of the following blocks [78-79]. 
 
 




Figure  2-36:  Network connection. 
 
 Phase-Lock Loop: To measure the angular frequency of the turbine generator ωs from the 
three phase voltages, and produce the time integral θ = ωs t (or the angle of the PLL). 
 a-b-c to d-q Transformation: To transform the voltage and current measurements from the 
a–b –c frame to the d –q reference frame. 
 Current Source Controller: To track the current references (idref ,an iqref ) so that during 
short-circuit faults the currents do not exceed the references. 
 Feedback Control of AC Voltage Magnitude: To null the error between the measured 
value of the magnitude of the AC voltage and its reference value by iqref in the negative 
feedback (PI). 
 Feedback Control of Real AC Power:  To null the error between the measured value of 
the the AC power and its reference value by idref in the negative feedback (PI). 
 Inverse d-q to a-b-c Transformation:  To transform the voltage and current measurements 
from the d-q frame to the a-b-c reference frame. 
 
The function of each PWM-VSC is to control the wind turbine speed and to match the synchronous 
generator voltage magnitude to the DC bus voltage. To achieve such a target, the control scheme is 
designed so that at any wind speed, the electromechanical torque is equal to the mechanical torque, 
and both are equal to the optimal (maximum) torque corresponding to that speed. This is 
accomplished by using Te, Tm, and Topt. versus the ωm curves that must intersect at one point for any 
given wind speed.   
An additional PWM-VSC (VSC 1) is used. This converter operates as an inverter and regulates the 
DC voltage level by balancing the drain DC current with the injected DC current by the wind 
turbines. Any unbalance results in the charging current of the DC bus capacitor. Also, this inverter 
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must automatically make the aggregated wind power available to the grid. In the feed-back control 
loop for the VSC 1, the measured value is the DC bus voltage and this is compared with its reference 
value to obtain the error signal which is applied to the power control of the VSC 1. 
The same study has been repeated by using a wind farm, consisting of induction generators and the 
LVDC transmission instead of the HVDC transmission [80-81]. Figure  2-37 presents the control loop 
for the VSCs that are used to regulate the speed of rotation of the induction machines. 
 
 
Figure  2-37:  Feed-forward and feed-back control. 
2.5.6 TCRs 
Another approach proposes the use of a combined system of a capacitor, a thyristor controlled reactor 
(TCR) and a small-rated active filter (PWM-VSI) [82]. The configuration of the proposed system is 
presented in Figure  2-38. The goal of this approach is to regulate the wind farm reactive power. This 
configuration results in reducing the harmonic content of the currents and avoiding the possibility of 
resonance. However, the study is based only on a harmonic investigation without any further dynamic 




Figure  2-38: Configuration of the TCR system. 
2.5.7 UPFCs 
Other investigations introduce the usage of the Unified Power Flow Controllers (UPFC) for wind 
farm applications. One study uses a UPFC together with a dump load to investigate and test the 
transient and frequency response of a wind farm, consisting of 5, 300 kW, 3-blade HAWT [83]. The 
purpose is to ensure that the voltage, reactive power generation, and harmonic levels are within the 
limits during the farm operation. Also, the study includes the farm performance during islanding 
conditions. The simulation is carried out by using a behavioural programming tool called SABER 
with a programming language called MAST. The schematic diagram for the wind farm with the 
UPFC arrangement is given in Figure  2-39. 
 
 
Figure  2-39:  Wind farm and UPFC network. 
 
The UPFC has also been investigated to provide wind farms with the required reactive power to 
maintain the voltage level [84]. In this research, the series branch of the UPFC is controlled via a 
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Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC) and the shunt branch is controlled via a PI controller. The wind farm 
construction is similar to the one described in the previous paragraph, and the control scheme 
algorithm is summarized as follows: 
1. The wind farm supply node voltage is subtracted from the required reference voltage to 
produce an error. 
2. The FLC acts on the error to produce the required depth of modulation M. 
3. A series voltage (Vsr) is inserted such that Vsr = M Vdc, where M is the modulation index 
and Vdc is the DC bus voltage. 
 
In summary, active power control for wind farms, equipped with variable speed wind turbines, is 
usually carried out using maximum power tracking algorithm and the total generated active power is 
exported to the grid. On the other hand, the reactive power control can be achieved by installing 
additional units at the wind facility terminal such as TCRs, SVCs, UPECs, STATCOMs. Such 
techniques involve additional costs for installing these devices. Moreover, no reactive power control 
will be available in case of sudden operation failure of these devices. Techniques based on using a 
common PWM-VSC for a group of wind turbine is only applicable for wind farm with a DC 
connected grid. Such technique requires the installation of a high rating inverter at the AC grid 
terminal. Moreover, its reactive power control capability will be also limited, since both the total 
active and the total reactive power of the wind farm will flow through the inverter. Finally, the 
supervisor control techniques, that is based on using a local control system for each machine, and a 
supervisory control system to regulate the total active and reactive power of the wind farm, have been 
only applied for constant reactive power generation / absorbed or power factor regulation mode of 
operation. Such individual unit control-based techniques have not been applied for wind farm 
terminal voltage regulation. 
2.6 Impact of Wind Farms on the Electricity Markets 
Recently, some studies have been conducted to examine the expected impact of wind power 
integration on the operating costs of electric power system. In the case of advance contracting, it has 
been recorded that increased wind power prediction errors increase the risk of imbalance costs. Such 
imbalanced costs can be reduced by determining the optimum level of contract energy to be sold on 
the advance markets [85].  
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In 2004, a study was conducted to investigate the effect of wind power prediction inaccuracy on the 
cost of rescheduling generation units [86]. It is found that such costs increase with the increase in the 
prediction inaccuracy. A probabilistic approach has been also developed to determine the energy 
costs due to the associated errors with wind power prediction [87]. Consequently, a probability 
density function was used to model such errors. It was concluded that the prediction costs can be 
reduced by decreasing the prediction time horizon and by improving the accuracy of the forecast 
model. 
An operation strategy for a grid connected wind power facility, with a connected storage device, 
has been developed for daily scheduling in power market. To follow the scheduling plan, the energy 
storage device has been used to smooth the variations in wind power production. An algorithm has 
been developed, to determine the optimal energy exchange with the market, for a specific period. The 
impact of the wind forecasting accuracy and the energy storage device sizing, on the system operation 
and economics, have been highlighted [88, 89].  
2.7 Chapter Assessment 
The continuously increasing penetration levels of wind facilities within utility grids increase the 
challenges for power system operators to successfully integrate such facilities with the grids. This 
chapter presents a literature survey that targets the integration challenges addressed within this thesis. 
Examining these previous efforts draw attention to the following. 
• For one hour ahead wind power prediction, the proposed methods in the literature require 
large sets of historical data for model training or parameter estimation purposes.  
• Previously developed techniques for medium-term wind power prediction (such as day-
ahead prediction) do not consider the seasonal effect, depends on collecting data from 
several neighbouring sites, or depending on using very sophisticated and expensive 
techniques. 
• Traditional voltage regulation-based techniques for DFIGs do not account for the relevant 
operational losses. Previously developed techniques to reduce such losses are suitable for 
the power factor regulation mode of operation. 
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• The existing wind field models for dynamic operational studies of wind farms are not 
sufficient. Moreover, in such models, the impact of the time delay between the incident 
wind speed profiles to each unit within the farm is ignored.   
• To the best of the author's knowledge, no study addresses the expected impact of wind 
farm integration and the operating conditions (production variability, applied control 
strategies, and production prediction accuracy) on determining electricity market prices. 
 
These technical and economic observations are the main motivations for this work. As previously 
mentioned in  Chapter 1, the main objectives of this thesis are the development of new efficient 
techniques to control and predict the power production of wind farms, equipped with DFIG wind 
turbines, and to study their integration impact on electricity markets. These objectives can be 
summarized as follows: 
♦   Develop a short-term prediction technique (one hour ahead) for wind speed and wind power 
using the Grey predictor models. 
♦   Develop a new prediction model, for medium-term (up to one day ahead) wind speed, wind 
direction, and wind power prediction, based on relating current observations to one year (or 
two years) old observations.  
♦   Develop a control technique, for doubly-fed induction generators (DFIGs), capable of 
regulating the terminal voltage and reducing the generation losses by equally sharing the 
generated/absorbed reactive power between the rotor-side and the grid-side converters.  
♦   Develop a new aggregated model for wind farms while considering the irregular wind field 
distribution within the farm. 
♦   Investigate the possible impact, of integrating wind farms to the utility grids, on the total 





 Variable Speed Wind Turbine Output Power Prediction and Control 
 
3.1 Introduction 
As mentioned in Section 1.3, the thesis is divided into two parts. This chapter elaborates on the first 
part which is related to the prediction and the control of the generated power of a single variable 
speed wind turbine. Such a study is useful to the owners of small wind facilities. To forecast the 
generated power from a single wind turbine, only forecasting the incident wind speed is necessary. 
The use of these forecasted values and the turbine’s manufacture power curve for wind power 
prediction is discussed in the Sections  3.2 and  3.3. This is followed by presenting a new control 
technique for DFIG units, to reduce the operational power losses and increase the generated active 
power, in Section  3.4. Lastly, Section  3.5 provides the summary of the chapter. 
3.2 Grey Predictor Rolling Models for Hourly Wind Speed Forecasting 
Wind generation is highly dependent on the variable incident wind speed at the wind turbine sites 
resulting in high variability and uncertainty of the generated wind power. This has motivated 
researches to develop wind power prediction tools that are accurate and reliable. Therefore, 
developing a new technique for forecasting one step ahead average hourly wind speed and wind 
turbines’ output power, based on using the Grey predictor rolling models, is necessary. The results 
from the proposed models are compared with the corresponding results from the traditional reference 
model; the persistent model where it is assumed that the next hour predicted value is equal to the 
current observation. 
The mathematical formulation for developing the Grey predictor models is presented, and the 
traditional Grey model GM(1,1) is first investigated. This model achieved a good improvement over 
the persistent model. However, the generated results demonstrate the presence of intervals with 
overshoots in the predicted values. To reduce such overshoots, this section investigates the 
application of a modified version of the Grey predictor, referred to as the adaptive alpha GM(1,1) 
model. In this section, two newly modified versions, hereafter referred to as the improved Grey model 
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and the averaged Grey model are proposed. The samples that are studied demonstrate the 
effectiveness, accuracy, and superiority of the proposed improved and averaged Grey models for 
wind speed and wind turbines power prediction. 
3.2.1 Data Preparation and Analysis 
Four wind speed data sets, recorded at the Madison weather station [90], are used in the analysis, as 
presented in Figure  3-1. Sample 1 and Sample 2 are chosen to represent the most common pattern for 
the incident wind speed (consequently most common wind power generation pattern) [91], where the 
peak power (wind speed) intervals occur over night. Moreover, Sample 1 has a higher average wind 
speed than Sample 2. Sample 3 represents a different pattern (almost an opposite wind speed trend to 
that observed in Sample 1 and Sample 2), where the wind speed time series has an increasing trend at 
the beginning of the day and then a decreasing trend. These three mentioned samples have 
approximately smoothed wind speed variations with time; however, the last tested sample, Sample 4, 
represents a wind speed time series with higher wind speed randomness. Sample 2 and Sample 3 are 
also characterized by time intervals with wind speed values below the cut in wind speed of the wind 
turbine power curve used in this analysis. Each wind speed sample consists of 24 hour data set, 
recorded over 15 minutes' periods. The average of the hourly wind speed time series is obtained by 


















































































d) Sample 4 












recordedaverage  ,   ( 3-1) 
where Xaverage (j) is the hourly averaged data point during hour j, and Xrecorded (i) is the 15 minute 
recorded data points during hour j. 
 
After the wind speed is predicted, the predicted wind speed time series is used as an input for the 
manufacturer power curve of the VESTAS V66-1.65 MW wind turbine, given in Figure  3-2, to 
predict the output wind power production. The power curve under investigation is characterized by a 























Figure  3-2:  Power curve for the VESTAS V66-1.65 MW wind turbine. 
 
3.2.2 Traditional Grey Rolling Model GM(1,1) 
In 1982, Professor Julong Deng was the first to introduce the Grey systems [92 - 94]. They include 
any system with partially unknown information about its parameters, structure, and / or 
characteristics. Grey predictor models are characterized by the following [95].  
o They need fewer historical data to develop the prediction model (as few as four historical 
data points). 
o They are highly adaptive to the dynamic behaviour of the data.  




Grey Predictor models have been involved in many prediction applications as follows  
o Forecasting non-periodic time series such as stock prices indices [96] 
o Predicting objects position and targets tracking in which the grey system predicts the 
future trend of an object or target, based on few historical measurements [97].  
o Power system yearly peak load forecasting [95].  
o Predicting the changes in the inertia and damping coefficients of the mechanical parts of 
induction servo motors and its control, according to indirect field orientation [98].  
 
There are several models for the Grey predictor that are currently in use. This section investigates 
the usage of the most commonly used model and that is the traditional GM(1,1) model [99, 100]. The 
procedure to develop this model and the related prediction process are illustrated in Figure  3-4. The 
mathematical formulations describing each stage are summarized as follows. 
 
1. Generate the first order Accumulated Generating Operation (AGO) series. This results in 
generating a new accumulated data series (X(1)) that is characterized by a more smoothed 
regular pattern (less randomness) than the original data series (X(0)) under analysis, as shown 
in Figure  3-3. This operation is expressed mathematically as  





=∀=∑ =  ,    ( 3-2) 
where X(1) represents the first order AGO data series, X(0) represents the original data series, n 
represents the sample data, and k and i represent the step for the AGO and the original data 
series, respectively.  
2. Formulate the model’s differential equation that relates its dependent variables with the 
independent ones. This differential equation is known as the Grey dynamic model. For the 
traditional GM(1,1) model, this differential equation is represented by one dependent 

























Original Series AGO Series  
Figure  3-3: Original and AGO data series. 
 
Figure  3-4:  Prediction process using traditional GM(1,1) rolling model. 
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where X represents the dependent variable for the traditional GM(1,1), and a and b are the 
model coefficients (parameters) determined by the least square method. 
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and  
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2
1 111 iXiXiZ +−=  .      ( 3-7) 
4. Calculate the forecasted or predicted values for the AGO series (
)1(∧
X ) by applying 













  ,                 ( 3-8) 
where i represents the step, and X(0) represents the first data in the original time series. 
5. Transform the forecasted AGO series of data back to its original form (series) by the Inverse 
Accumulated Generating Operation (IAGO). This operation is considered to be the inverse of 
the AGO and is represented mathematically as  
( ) ( )11
)1()0( ∧∧








iiXiXiX   .   ( 3-10)  
6. Use the provided manufacture power curves to calculate the predicted power generation of 
the turbine.  
7. After the predicted interval becomes an observation, update the used input data by using the 
rolling modelling mechanism [101]. Here, the oldest historical data is eliminated and the 
recent observation is added to predict the next future interval. 
 
The actual and predicted wind speed time series for the four tested samples are presented in Figure 
 3-5. This figure displays the results of the traditional GM(1,1) rolling and the persistent models. The 
figure demonstrates the effectiveness of the traditional GM(1,1) rolling model in tracking the actual 
time series better than that of the persistent model. The use of the traditional GM(1,1) rolling model 
results in the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) values of 0.76, 0.94, 1.12, and 1.1 m/s for Samples 1 to 4, 
respectively, that corresponds to 0.79, 0.97, 1.19, and 1.13 m/s, respectively, for the persistent model. 
Moreover, for the studied samples, the traditional GM(1,1) rolling model forecasts wind speed time 
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d) Sample 4 
Figure  3-5: Wind speed prediction using traditional GM(1,1) rolling model and persistent model. 
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In [95] a model diagnostic checking process has been developed to evaluate and test the traditional 
Grey model’s grade. This is carried out by calculating the residual (error) series ε(0) for the historical 
data, used in developing the model, as follows: 




−=ε  .       ( 3-11) 
 
The mean ( ε ) and the standard deviation (S1) of this series are calculated as follows: 







01 εε          ( 3-12) 
and 











1 εε  .       ( 3-13) 
 
The mean ( X ) and the standard deviation (S2) of the AGO series are calculated as follows: 









11         ( 3-14) 
and 











1 .       ( 3-15) 
Two evaluation indices, C (the relative performance of a model with a scattering degree S2 and a 





C =           ( 3-16) 
and 
( ) ( ) 20 6745.0( SiprobP ≤−= εε  .      ( 3-17) 
The model is then graded according to Table  3-1. Figure  3-6 gives the C Indices for the developed 
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models by using the traditional GM(1,1). These figures reveal that the developed models grades are 
good. This has been also confirmed by the P evaluation index that is consistently equal to unity over 
the studied 24 hour data samples. 




Good > 0.95 < 0.35 
Qualified > 0.8 < 0.5 
Just > 0.7 < 0.45 







































































d) Sample 4 
Figure  3-6: C Indices for the developed models using the traditional GM(1,1). 
 
Despite the superiority of the newly developed model, the use of the traditional GM(1,1) in 
predicting continuously variable time series usually results in the occurrence of overshoots [101] that 
reduce the prediction accuracy. The following subsections investigates the previously developed 
technique to reduce these overshoots, hereafter, referred to as the adaptive alpha based GM(1,1) 
model, as well as introducing two new proposed models, hereafter, referred to as the improved and 
the averaged Grey models [102]. Reducing or eliminating such overshoots from the predicted results 
increases the overall prediction accuracy of the Grey model. 
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3.2.3 Adaptive Alpha-Based GM(1,1) Model 
The adaptive alpha-based GM(1,1) model is developed by following the same procedure (stages) 
described in Section  3.2.2 for the traditional GM(1,1) model except for the formula used for 
calculating the ( )( )iZ 1  terms, as demonstrated in Figure  3-7. In 1999, Chang et. al. proposed an 
adaptive ( )iα  for the  ( )( )iZ 1  terms [103] so that the formula for calculating these terms is expressed as 
( )( ) ( )[ ] ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )iXiiXiiZ 111 11 αα +−−=     ,       ( 3-18) 
where ( )iα  is a weighting factor within the range ( ) 10 ≤≤ iα . For the traditional GM(1,1) model, this 
factor is set to 0.5. 
 
In this model, the weighting factor ( )iα  is determined by what is known as the “average system 
slope” technique [101] that is summarized as follows. 
 
1. Calculate the average slope coefficient ( avgσ ) as follows:  
( ) ( )







nXσ  ,       ( 3-19) 
where X(0)(n) and X(0)(1) represent the last and the first data points in the original data 
series, respectively, and n represents the total number of data points used in 
developing the GM(1,1) model.  
2. Determine the relative positions (kj) for the remaining data points (excluding the first 
and the last points that are forced to match the data values of the real system end 
points) to force the data of the theoretical system model to equate the data of the real 
system model. This is mathematically formulated as follows (for 4-data points 
model):  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )avgkavg XXkXX σσ log/1/2log21 00200 2 =⇒=   , ( 3-20) 




( ) ( ) ( ) ( )41 030 XX avg =σ   .       ( 3-22) 
 
 




3. Calculate the adaptive alpha set ( )iα  by the following if rules: 
a. ( ) 0202 =≤ αThenkIF else ( ) ( ) 22 21,0 kThenkIF =∈ α  
      else ( ) 1202 =≥ αThenkIF   ,    ( 3-23) 
b. ( ) 0313 =≤ αThenkIF else ( ) ( ) 132,13 3 −=∈ kThenkIF α  
else ( ) 1323 =≥ αThenkIF  ,    ( 3-24) 
and 
c. ( ) 14 =α  .       ( 3-25)  
4. Proceed with step 3 as illustrated in the traditional GM(1,1)model while using the 
adaptive ( )( )iZ 1  expression in (3.18).  
 
The corresponding actual and predicted wind speed time series, for the four tested samples, and 
using the adaptive alpha based model, are presented in Figure  3-8. This model results in MAE values 
of 0.75, 0.87, 1.09, and 1.1 m/s for Samples 1 to 4, respectively, that correspond to an improvement, 
in the MAE, over the persistent model of 5.06, 10.31, 8.4, and 2.65 %. This reveals that more 
improvements in the MAE, over those of the persistent model, are achieved than those produced by 
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d) Sample 4 




A comparison of the results in Figure  3-8, with their corresponding results in Figure  3-5 reveals 
that the adaptive alpha-based model can reduce the overshoots in the predicted time series; however, 
for the intervals with no overshoots, the traditional model tracks the actual time series better. This 
motivates the author to investigate and develop more Grey-based models, as discussed in the 
following subsections. 
3.2.4 Improved Shifted Grey Model 
In an attempt to increase the prediction accuracy, an improved Grey model is proposed for wind 
speed and wind power prediction. This model is based on generating two shifted prediction models 
from the traditional GM(1,1) model, discussed in Section  3.2.2. Then, a hybrid of these new models 
is developed as the final prediction model. Figure  3-9 is a flow chart, representing the different stages 
for developing the proposed improved shifted Grey model. The mathematical formulations, 
describing each stage, are summarized as follows. 
 
1. Follow Steps 1 to 4 in Section  3.2.2 for developing the traditional GM(1,1) model. Step 4 





), which is represented mathematically as  













 .     ( 3-26) 








X ). The goal of this stage is to generate 
an envelope like time series that contain the actual AGO series. This is formulated as 
follows: 




1       ( 3-27) 
and 




2 ,      ( 3-28) 
where shift represents the value by which the traditional GM(1,1) model is shifted and is 
chosen to be equal to the last data point in the first AGO series; i.e. ( ) ( )nX 1 , where n = 4 (4 
data points are used to build the GM models) to ensure that the generated envelope contains 
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the actual AGO series. 
 
 


















iXwiXwiX imp      ( 3-29) 
and 
121 =+ ww ,        ( 3-30) 
where w1 and w2  represent the weights for the shifted models. These weights are updated by 
using the Least Mean Square (LMS) technique, known as the Widro-Hoff delta rule [104], 
[105], which is 










⋅+=+ δ    ,     ( 3-31) 
where ( )iW  and ( )1+iW  represent the current and the updated weights vector, δ  is the 
learning parameter, )()1( iX  and [ ]TiX )()1(  represent the shifted AGO series vector and its 
transposed vector, and ( )ie  is the error vector given by 
( ) ( ) ( )iXiXie imp
)1()1( ∧
−=   .       ( 3-32) 
4. Proceed with step 5 as illustrated in the traditional GM(1,1)model (Section  3.2.2). 
 
Figure  3-10 displays the corresponding actual and predicted wind speed time series, when the 
improved shifted Grey model is employed. This model achieves levels of the MAE of 0.71, 0.95, 1, 
and 1.03 m/s for Samples 1 to 4, respectively. This corresponds to an improvement over the persistent 
model of 10.13, 2.06, 15.97, and 8.85 %, respectively. More improvements in the MAE are achieved 
for Samples 1, 3, and 4. However, for Sample 2 a drop in the percentage improvement of the MAE 
occurs, compared with that of the adaptive alpha-based model. Compared with the traditional model, 
Figure  3-10 reveals that the improved model manages to reduce the overshoots; however, the tracking 




3.2.5 Averaged Grey Model 
This model attempts to combine, to some extent, the good features of both the traditional GM(1,1) 
model (represented by good tracking and lower prediction error for the intervals without prediction 
overshoots) and the improved Grey model (represented by reducing the overshoots, and hence, 
reducing the prediction errors at the intervals where overshoots occur). This is carried out by 
averaging the results of both models as follows: 












iX avg  represents the predicted future point by using the proposed averaged Grey 
model. 
 
The corresponding actual and predicted wind speed time series, for the four tested samples with the 
averaged Grey model, are recorded in Figure  3-11. This model results in MAE values of 0.69, 0.85, 
0.87, and 0.99 m/s for Samples 1 to 4, respectively, that correspond to an improvement over the 
persistent model of 12.66, 12.37, 26.89, and 12.39 %, respectively. This demonstrates the superiority 
of the proposed averaged model in wind speed forecasting over all the models presented in this 
section. Moreover, Figure  3-11 reveals that the tracking feature is enhanced when the proposed 
averaged model is used and is overall superior, when compared with the persistent model and the 
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Figure  3-11:  Wind speed prediction using the averaged GM(1,1) rolling model. 
 
 
Table  3-2 provides a comparison of all the Grey models introduced in this section and the persistent 
model in terms of; the samples’ MAE; and the samples’ RMSE. Moreover, this table demonstrates the 
improvements of the newly developed models, compared with the persistent model. The table reveals 
that, for the four tested samples, the highest percentage of improvement is achieved when the 
proposed averaged GM(1,1) model is employed. Moreover, the table also reveals that the overshoot 
occurrence for the traditional GM(1,1) model can result in a negative percentage improvement on the 
RMSE scale, especially for samples with a high random wind speed variations such as in Sample 4. 
 
Figure  3-12 represents the scattering and the linear relationships between the predicted and the 
actual values for the wind speed of the four data sets, predicted by the averaged GM(1,1) model.  This 
linear relationship is expressed as 
  cxmy ii +=ˆ    ,          ( 3-34)  
where, iŷ  and xi are the predicted and the actual wind speed or power values at time interval, i, m, 
and c are the linear relationship coefficients obtained by using the least square method, where m is the 
scaling factor (slope of the linear relationship), and c is the y-axis (prediction-axis) intercept of the 
linear relation. The best linear relationship between the actual and the predicted values is achieved 




Table  3-2: MAE (m/s), RMSE (m/s), and improvements for wind speed prediction. 
 Parameter Persistent GM(1,1) Adaptive Improved Averaged
Value 0.79 0.76 0.75 0.71 0.69 
MAE % 
Improvement - 3.80 5.06 10.13 12.66 







Improvement - 4.59 2.75 9.17 12.84 
Value 0.97 0.94 0.87 0.95 0.85 
MAE % 
Improvement - 3.09 10.31 2.06 12.37 







Improvement - 9.84 10.66 0.00 13.11 
Value 1.19 1.12 1.09 1.00 0.87 
MAE % 
Improvement - 5.88 8.40 15.97 26.89 







Improvement - 10.13 6.33 6.96 20.25 
Value 1.13 1.10 1.10 1.03 0.99 
MAE % 
Improvement - 2.65 2.65 8.85 12.39 
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Figure  3-12 reveals a good scattering of the predicted values of wind speed. Table  3-3 indicates that 
the corresponding linear relationships between the predicted and the actual values. This table also 
reveals that the scaling factor is very close to unity, and that the y-axis intercept coefficient is very 
close to zero. 
Table  3-3: Actual and predicted values linear relationship coefficients for the averaged GM(1,1) 
rolling model. 
Samples Linear Relationship (MW)
Sample 1 -0.495 + 1.069 xi 
Sample 2 0.618 + 0.876 xi 
Sample 3 0.023 +0.972 xi 
Sample 4 0.157 + 0.942 xi 
 
3.3 Wind Power Prediction 
This section investigates the usage of the proposed averaged model in wind power prediction. The 
generated results for the predicted wind speed time series by the proposed model is used as the input 
to the VESTAS V66-1.65 MW wind turbine power curve, as previously highlighted, to predict the 
wind power production. The generated actual and predicted wind power time series, when the 
averaged model is employed, for the four tested samples are presented in Figure  3-13. The figure 
demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed averaged GM(1,1) rolling model for tracking the 
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Table  3-4 lists the MAE, RMSE, and average percentage error referred to the rated power (% error 
for the power prediction) for the generated results by the averaged GM(1,1) rolling model. This table 
also reveals a lower MAE, lower RMSE, and lower average percentage error values for the averaged 
GM(1,1) rolling model, compared with those of the persistent model. The table also reveals that the 
averaged model, for the studied samples, predicts the wind power more accurately than the persistent 
model; in fact, up to 36.31 % for the MAE, 25.83 % for the RMSE, and 36.34 % for the average 
percentage error. Also, it is demonstrated that for the wind sample with high level of randomness, 
such as sample 4, using the RMSE only in evaluating the accuracy of the prediction technique, deos 
not provide a suitable indication for evaluating the model accuracy. 
 
Table  3-4: MAE (kW), RMSE (kW), average percentage error (% error), and improvements for wind 
power prediction. 
 Parameter Persistent Averaged % Improvement
MAE 116.01 95.50 17.68 






% error 7.03 5.79 17.64 
MAE 109.84 93.80 14.60 






% error 6.62 5.69 14.05 
MAE 131.60 83.81 36.31 






% error 7.98 5.08 36.34 
MAE 159.89 139.84 12.54 






% error 9.69 8.48 12.49 
 
Figure  3-14 presents the scattering and the linear relationships between the predicted and the actual 
values for the wind power prediction for the four data sets with the averaged GM(1,1) model.  This 
figure exhibits a good scattering of the predicted values of the wind power.  
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Table  3-5 lists the corresponding linear relationships between the predicted and the actual values. 
This table reveals that the scaling factor and the y-axis intercept coefficients are very close to unity 
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Figure  3-14: Actual and predicted wind power using the averaged GM(1,1) rolling model 
relationships. 
 
Table  3-5: Actual and predicted values linear relationship coefficients for the averaged GM(1,1) 
rolling model. 
Samples Linear Relationship (MW)
Sample 1 -0.015 + 1.032 xi 
Sample 2 0.037 + 0.809 xi 
Sample 3 -0.016 +1.015 xi 
Sample 4 0.037 + 0.836 xi 
 
3.4 Reactive Power Shared Voltage Regulation-Based Technique for DFIGs  
The previous sections describe how the active power of a single variable speed wind turbine unit is 
predicted for one hour ahead operation. In this section, the development and investigation of a new 
technique for efficient active power generation from such units are described. 
 
During the last decade, numerous variable speed wind turbines, equipped with DFIGs, have been 
installed all over the world, especially for wind turbines with capacities that exceed 1 MW.  DFIGs 
have performed dynamically better than other types of wind turbines due to the following [27]. 
• the dynamic performance capability at subsynchronous and supersynchronous speed ranges 
• the capability to generate constant frequency active power 
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• the decoupled control of the generated active and reactive power 
• the reduction in the ratings for the used converters. 
 
Table  3-6 provides a brief comparison between DFIGs (Type: C wind turbines) and Squirrel Cage 
Induction Generators (SCIGs) (Type: D wind turbines) [106]. 
 
Table  3-6: Comparison between DFIGs and SCIGs 
DFIGs (Type: C) SCIGs (Type: D) 
Smaller (partial) rated converters (each 
converter is rated at 30 – 50 % of the machine 
rating) 
Full rated converters (each converter is rated 
at 100 % of the machine rating) 
Low frequency controlled rotor current Power frequency controlled stator current 
Wide range of speed operation Limited range of speed operation 
Complex construction  Simple construction 
Required regular maintenance  Do not require regular maintenance 
Complex gear box construction as its 
performance is affected by grid disturbances 
as the stator is directly connected to the grid 
Simple gear box construction as its 
performance is decoupled from grid 
disturbances 
Limited full torque control Full torque control 
 
The dramatic increase in the installation of wind driven DFIGs encourages researchers to develop 
various control techniques for DFIGs. This has been reflected in the numerous publications for the 
last decade [107 - 117]. Most of these techniques deal with the active and reactive power control of 
DFIG units [107 - 111]. In such techniques, the generated active power is controlled to track the 
maximum power characteristic curve of the unit, and the reactive power is controlled to regulate the 
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generated/absorbed reactive power, or to regulate the DFIG unit (farm) terminal power factor [107 - 
109], including terminal unity power factor operation [110, 111]. However, this can result in a 
discontinued unit production, when the turbines’ terminal is subjected to disturbances that result in a 
voltage limits violation, or when the system operators attempt to keep the terminal voltage within the 
pre-specified limits. 
Recently, the research has been focused on developing control techniques that are capable of 
regulating the DFIGs terminal voltage [112 - 117]. Among these techniques is the implementation of 
a voltage security level, where the reactive power generated/absorbed is controlled to keep the 
terminal voltage within the pre-specified limits [112]. However, this technique does not provide a 
smooth voltage regulation. The most recent voltage regulation-based techniques involve controlling 
the rotor side converter in such a manner as to capture the maximum available active power and to 
regulate the stator terminal voltage [113 – 116]. In [117], another technique is established by 
controlling the rotor side converter for compensating the DFIG magnetizing reactive power, whereas 
the grid-side converter is controlled to regulate the terminal voltage. Current practices for voltage 
regulation mode involve deactivating the grid-side converter from exchanging any reactive power 
with the grid terminals, until the rotor-side converter reaches its rated value. 
The controlling of DFIGs, for the power factor regulation mode of operation, and optimizing the 
generators power loss have been recently developed by optimizing the reactive current command ratio 
between the rotor-side and the grid-side converters [118]. This technique has been proven successful 
for such mode of operation. However, for the voltage regulation mode of operation, the final 
optimized formula is not feasible and provides inaccurate results. Moreover, this technique requires 
large sets of look-up tables for the voltage regulation mode. This section considers the loss reduction 
issue by proposing a control technique based on activating the two converters at all the operating 
points, and equally sharing the generated/absorbed reactive power between them. The connection 
diagram of the DFIG with a brief description for the converters’ control actions and the required 
signals is presented in Figure  4-3. The following subsection introduces the proposed control 




Figure  3-15:  Connection diagram of the DFIG with the proposed control technique signals. 
3.4.1 Control Loops 
The proposed technique is based on regulating the wind farm terminal voltage and equally sharing 
the generated/absorbed reactive power between the rotor-side and the grid-side converters. In this 
way, the reactive current component that is flowing through the generator, as well as the total current 
and the power loss are reduced. This is carried out in parallel with other functions such as to regulate 
the DC bus voltage of the back-to back converter by controlling the active current component of the 
grid-side converter and tracking the maximum power carried out by the generator (rotor)-side 
converter. The following subsections provide a detailed description for the different control loops. 
3.4.1.1 Rotor-Side Converter Control Loops 
The functions of these loops are to track the maximum output power and to regulate the turbine 
terminal voltage. The q-axis component control loop is used to track the maximum output power by 
using the instant values of the incident wind speed and the generator rotational speed with a 
maximum power tracking characteristic for the turbine. The difference between the optimum power 
(Pref) and the summation of the actual generated power and the power losses activates a PI control that 
generates the q-axis reference current (I*q). This reference current value is then compared with the 
actual q-axis rotor current to activate a PI controller which, in turn, generates the reference q-axis 




The d-axis component control loop is employed to regulate the grid terminal voltage (VGrid, actual) to 
a reference preset value (VGrid, ref). The difference between the reference and the actual grid voltage 
values activates a PI controller to generate the d-axis reference current (I*d). This reference current 
value (I*d) is then compared with the actual d-axis rotor current to activate a PI controller which, in 
turn, generates the reference q-axis voltage reference signal (V*d) for the rotor-side converter. Figure 
 3-16 presents the rotor-side converter control loops. 
 
 
Figure  3-16: Control loops for the rotor-side converter. 
3.4.1.2 Grid-Side Converter Control Loops 
These loops are necessary to ensure that the reactive power is shared between the two converters and 
to regulate their DC bus voltage. The difference between the actual measured value (VDC, actual) and the 
required reference value (VDC, ref) activates a PI controller to produce the required d-axis current 
component control signal (I*d). This is then compared with the actual grid-side converter d-axis 
current, and the resultant error activates another PI controller to generate the d-axis voltage reference 
signal (V*d) for the grid-side converter.  
Similarly, the q-axis voltage reference signal (V*q) is designated to equate the generated reactive 
power from the grid-side converter to the absolute reactive power generated by the rotor-side 
converter. The difference between the two reactive power activates a PI controller to generate the 
required q-axis current component control signal (I*q). This is then compared with the actual grid-side 
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converter q-axis current and the generated error activates another PI controller to produce the d-axis 
voltage reference signal (V*q) for the grid-side converter. Figure  3-17 presents the block diagrams for 
the grid-side converter control loops. 
 
 
Figure  3-17: Grid-side converter control loops. 
3.4.1.3 Pitch Angle Control Loop 
Once the turbine rotational speed (ω) exceeds the reference value at which the output power of the 
turbine is 1 pu, the pitch angle actuator is activated to limit the turbine mechanical power to 1 pu. The 
corresponding block diagram for the pitch angle control loop is laid out in Figure  3-18. The maximum 
pitch angle is set to 45° and the pitch angle rate of change is limited to 2°/s.  
 
 
Figure  3-18: Pitch angle control loop. 
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3.4.2 System Description 
The system under investigation and its components is shown in Figure  3-19. A 12 MW wind farm, 
equipped with 8 variable-speed DFIG wind turbines, is connected to a distribution network that is 
loaded with passive and active loads. Identical operation conditions are assumed for the wind 
turbines. Therefore, the wind farm aggregated model is used, and the farm is modeled by one 12 MW 
wind turbine unit. The system is simulated in the MATLAB/SIMULINK environment. Appendices B 
and C present the aerodynamic model used for the wind turbines and the system parameters [119]. 
 
Figure  3-19:  Grid-connected wind farm system under investigation. 
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3.4.3 Economic Evaluation 
In this section, an evaluation of the economic benefits for this technique is conducted. The economic 
evolution is carried out by choosing the most common probability density function for wind speeds 


























,      ( 3-35 ) 
where f(v) represents the Rayleigh probability density function for a given wind speed v, and v  
represents the mean value for the wind speed. 
 
The effect of changing the mean wind speed value on the shape of the Rayleigh probability density 
function is shown in Figure  3-20. The cumulative distribution function for the Rayleigh statistics F(V) 
is expressed as follows; 



















VVvprobVF π  .    ( 3-36) 
 
The area under the curve between any two points (with wind speeds V1 and V2) represents the 
probability for the incident wind speed to be within this range. This is computed by 

























































































































v = 7 m/s v = 10 m/s v = 13 m/s v = 16 m/s  
Figure  3-20:  Rayleigh probability density function at different mean wind speeds. 
 
The system in Figure  3-19 is studied under various incident wind speed values. At each value, the 
generated active power is recorded for the proposed technique and the traditional technique, where 
there is no reactive power exchange with the grid-side converter. The savings (increase) in the 
generated active power by using the proposed technique is recorded at each value for the wind speed, 
as illustrated in Figure  3-21. This figure reveals that at around 10 m/s, there is no savings in the 
generated power. This occurs because this wind speed value is corresponding to rotating the DFIG at 
the synchronous speed, and thus, no reactive power flows through the rotor circuit. Consequently, 



























This figure reveals that, at low wind speeds, saved power of 4, 3.75, and 3.38 kW (per wind 
turbine unit) is achieved for incident wind speed values of 5, 6, and 7 m/s, respectively. This is 
corresponding to 13.85 %, 3.45 %, and 1.67 %, respectively, of the corresponding generated power at 
these wind speed values. At high wind speeds, the percentage of the saved power is reduced to 0.13%.  
The number of hours that the wind farm is subjected to a given wind speed range is calculated by 
using equation (3.37). To calculate the saved energy, these hours are multiplied by the corresponding 
power savings in Figure  3-21. An average annual energy cost of 71.87 $/MWh is used to calculate the 
annual savings that is recorded in Figure  3-22 for different mean wind speed values. This cost value 
represents the mean cost value for the Hourly Ontario Energy Price (HOEP) for 2005 [121].  This 
figure conveys that the proposed technique can increase the annual energy revenue by $1134 per wind 
turbine unit. Therefore, for a wind farm of 100 similar units, this control technique can result in an 
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Figure  3-22: Annual savings per wind turbine unit. 
3.4.4 Simulation Results 
Three different simulation scenarios are carried out to validate the effectiveness and the accuracy of 
the proposed control technique. The first scenario is conducted to evaluate the system performance 
under changes in the wind speed. In the second scenario, the system is investigated, when the source 
bus is subjected to voltage sag. Finally, in the third scenario, the performance due to changes in the 
nearest bus loading conditions is examined. 
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3.4.4.1 Wind Speed Variation 
This subsection investigates the performance of the control technique, when the system is subjected to 
variations in the incident wind, as shown in Figure  3-23. Here, the switched passive load is assumed 
connected throughout the simulation period. In Figure  3-24, the farm’s terminal voltage is presented, 
that indicates that the voltage regulation control loop successfully regulates the farm’s terminal 
voltage at the preset value (1 pu) despite of the variations in the incident wind speed. The reactive 
power produced by the farm, that is required to regulate the terminal voltage, is shown in Figure  3-25. 














































































































































































Figure  3-25:  Wind farm generated reactive power variation with time. 
 
The generated reactive power by each converter (for the aggregated 12 MW wind turbine model) is 
presented in Figure  3-26. This figure shows that the generated reactive power by the rotor-side 
converter is negative which means that the rotor circuits generate reactive power that flows to the 
rotor-side converter. This is the case when the DFIG rotates at speed levels above the synchronous 
speed (supersynchronous speed range), as illustrated in Figure  3-27 that presents the variation in the 
DFIG rotational speed with time. Figure  3-26 also reflects the effectiveness of the grid-side control 
loop in tracking the absolute value of the generated reactive power of the rotor-side converter. Figure 
 3-28 demonstrates the variation in the generated active power, which increases with the increase in 
























































Rotor-Side Grid-Side  
Figure  3-26:  Rotor-side and grid-side converters reactive powers variation with time (for the 



















































































































Figure  3-28: Wind farm output power variation with time. 
 
3.4.4.2 Voltage Sag at the 120 kV Supply Bus (B4) 
In this scenario, the 120 kV supply bus (B4) is subjected to a voltage sag of 0.15 pu at t = 2 s and lasts 
1.5 second, where the incident wind speed is assumed constant at 13 m/s during the simulation period. 
Here, the switched passive load is also assumed to be connected.  The buses voltages, recorded for 
this case, are shown in Figure  3-29. Obviously, the proposed control technique is effective in 
regulating the farm terminal voltage, while both the B2 bus and the supply bus (B4) experience 

























































V_B1 V_B2 V_B4  
Figure  3-29:  Terminals’ voltage variation with time (proposed control scheme). 
 
Figure  3-30 presents the generated reactive power from the farm (and the corresponding generated 
reactive power per wind turbine unit) that is required to regulate the terminal voltage to 1 pu. The 
reactive power generated by each converter (for the aggregated 12 MW wind turbine model) is 
presented in Figure  3-31. The effectiveness of the grid-side control loop in tracking the absolute value 
of the generated reactive power of the rotor-side converter during voltage sag disturbances is 
demonstrated. Figure  3-32 shows the generated active power from the farm terminals. Regarding the 
action of the DC link control loop in Figure  3-33, the DC voltage is effectively regulated at the preset 
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Rotor-Side Grid-Side  
Figure  3-31:  Rotor-side and grid-side converters reactive powers variation with time (for the 














































































































Figure  3-33:  DC link voltage variation with time (for the aggregated 12 MW wind turbine model). 
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3.4.4.3 Load Switching 
The effect of changing the network loading condition at the nearest bus (B2) to the wind farm 
terminals is examined in this scenario. The switched passive load is assumed to be disconnected for 
five seconds in the simulation period, and then connected for the next five seconds, as indicated by 
the current injected into this load as shown in Figure  3-34. This figure shows that the current is zero 
for the first five seconds and after t = 10 s, which indicates the disconnection of the load during these 
periods. The incident wind speed is assumed constant at 13 m/s during the assessment.  
The corresponding wind farm terminal voltage and the different bus voltages, after the proposed 
control technique is used, are presented in Figure  3-35. The supply voltage remains constant at 1 pu 
during the simulation, whereas the B2 bus voltage drops to 0.964 pu during the load connection 
period. Moreover, it is evident that the proposed voltage regulation technique can be managed 
































































Figure  3-34:  Switched load current variation with time. 
 
The generated reactive and active powers from the farm and the generated reactive power from each 
converter (for the aggregated 12 MW wind turbine model) are recorded in Figure  3-36, Figure  3-37, 
and Figure  3-38, respectively. Figure  3-37 shows that the generated active power is the same during 
the steady state operations period, whether the load is connected or not. This is due to the fact that the 
generated active power is mainly determined by the incident wind speed which is assumed constant 
during this simulation. Finally, Figure  3-39 reveals the effectiveness of the DC bus control loop in 
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Rotor-Side Grid-Side  
Figure  3-38:  Rotor-side and grid-side converters' reactive powers variation with time (for the 
























































Figure  3-39: DC link voltage variation with time (for the aggregated 12 MW wind turbine model). 
3.5 Chapter Assessment 
This chapter deals with operational aspects of a single variable speed wind turbine unit. It focuses on 
how the generated power of these turbines is predicted and efficiently controlled. A new tool for 
predicting one-hour ahead average hourly wind speed and wind power, by using the Grey prediction 
technique {GM(1,1)}, is introduced. The generated results from the traditional GM(1,1) model reveal 
the effectiveness of the proposed model in tracking the actual wind speed time series with an 
improvement over the persistent model as much as 5.88 % for the MAE and 10.13 % for the RMSE. 
However, this model is characterized by the occurrence of some overshoots in the predicted time 
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series. Such overshoots can result in predicting the wind speed time series that is worse than the 
prediction of the persistent model.  
To overcome the overshoot occurrence, the application of the adaptive alpha-based Grey model is 
examined. This model achieved higher MAE percentage improvement, than the persistent model. 
However, the results indicate that this model lacks the good tracking characteristic for the actual wind 
speed time series, achieved by the traditional model. Therefore, an improved Grey model is proposed 
to reduce the overshoots and the prediction errors. However, the improved model does not achieve 
higher improvement levels for all the tested wind speed data samples.  
Furthermore, this chapter introduces the averaged Grey model that has a higher level of accuracy, 
for the studied samples, in the wind speed forecasting than the persistent model and the other Grey 
models. Moreover, it also exhibits a very good tracking feature and reduced overshoots. The results, 
when the averaged Grey rolling model is used, reveal an improvement in the prediction accuracy, 
compared with that of the persistent model, of the wind speed up to 26.89 % for the MAE, and    
20.25 % for the RMSE and for wind power up to 36.31 % for the MAE, 25.83 % for the RMSE, and 
36.34 % for the average percentage error. In addition, the results demonstrate that the predicted 
values of the proposed averaged model for wind power prediction have a very good linear 
relationship with their corresponding actual values. 
Finally, a new technique for DFIGs voltage regulation is presented. This technique is based on 
activating both converters (rotor-side and grid-side) for reactive power generation in such a way that 
the reactive power generated/absorbed by the converters is equally shared at all the operating points. 
This technique manages to reduce the power losses within the DFIG units, and consequently, 
generates more active power. The economic evaluation for this technique reveals that the proposed 
technique results in an annual savings as high as $1134 per wind turbine unit. The performance of the 
proposed technique is examined under various operating conditions including incident wind speed 
variation, voltage sags disturbances, and changing the load levels at the nearest bus. The results reveal 
the effectiveness of the proposed technique in regulating the wind farm terminal voltage to a preset 
value despite the disturbances. The new technique is characterized by its simplicity and robustness, 




Efficient Voltage Regulation-Based Technique for Large Scale 
DFIGs Wind Farms 
 
4.1 Introduction 
The previous chapter involved with the operation of a single turbine unit. The following chapters, 
including this chapter, are focused on same operational challenges, generated power control and 
prediction, but for large scale wind farms. In this chapter, a new model is presented for the wind field 
distribution within wind farms to investigate the possible impact of the integration of wind farms into 
power system grids. This model is also essential for the prediction of wind farms power production 
that will be explored in the next chapter.  
A new aggregated model is proposed for wind farms that take into consideration the wake effect 
and the time delay in the incident wind speed for several wind turbines. Then, the farm model is 
combined with the control technique developed in Section  3.4 to simulate the dynamic response of  a 
large scale wind farm under various operating conditions. 
4.2 Impact of Proper Wake Effect and Time Delay Models on the Dynamic 
Performance of Wind Farms 
This section investigates the impact of the proper modelling of the wake effects and wind speed 
delays of several rows of wind turbines on the dynamic performance accuracy of the wind farm 
models. A wake effect model, previously developed and successfully used in wind turbines 
micrositting applications [122], is adopted in the study to develop a more accurate wind field model 
of wind farms.  
The results of three modelling scenarios are compared to highlight the impact of the novel model 
developed to represent the wake effects and wind speed time delay. In the first scenario, the wind 
wake effect and time delay are ignored. Consequently, all the wind turbines are assumed to be 
subjected to the same wind speed profile. In the second scenario, the wind wake effect is modelled by 
reducing the incident wind speed values by 0.5 m/s from one row to the next row, in the direction of 
the incident wind [14]. For the last scenario, the proposed model, based on the wind effect model, 
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developed for wind turbines micrositting applications, while considering the effect of the delay time 
between the wind speed profiles incident on the different wind turbines’ rows, is considered. 
4.2.1 System Description 
The system under investigation is shown in Figure  4-1. A 45 MW wind farm, equipped with 30, 1.5 
MW, variable-speed DFIG wind turbines, is connected to a distribution network loaded with passive 
and active loads. The wind turbines are assumed arranged in a 5 row x 6 column configuration, where 
the wind direction facing the rows, as shown in Figure  4-2. The operation conditions are assumed 
identical for the wind turbines sharing the same row. Therefore, the entire wind farm is aggregated to 
5 turbines of 9 MW each, variable-speed DFIG wind turbines. Each 9 MW unit represent the 
aggregated model of each row (hereafter, referred to as Row1, Row2,  ..etc.) 
The connection diagram of the DFIG with a brief description for the converters’ control actions and 
the required signals is presented in Figure  4-3. In this study, each DFIG is controlled to regulate its 
terminal voltage to unity by using the conventional voltage regulation technique, where the voltage 
regulation is carried out via the rotor-side converters, while the reactive power command for the grid-
side converter is set to zero. The entire system is simulated in the MATLAB/SIMULINK 
environment. Appendix C presents the system parameters.  
4.2.2 Wake Effect and Delay Time Model 
The semi-empirical wake model, developed by katic et al. [21, 123] is used in this study. Figure  4-4 is 
a schematic diagram illustrating the wake effect. With the conservation of the momentum, the wind 































UU Tox ,      ( 4-1) 
where Ux is the wind speed at distance X, Uo is the initial free stream wind speed incident at the first 
wind turbines row, CT is the thrust coefficient, k is the wake decay constant assumed equal to 0.11 












Figure  4-3:  Connection diagram of the DFIG with the proposed control technique signals. 
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The wake diameter (Dx) at a distance X is related to the wind turbine diameter (D) as follows: 
 XkDDx 2+= .        ( 4-2) 
 
 
Figure  4-4: Schematic diagram for wake effect. 
 
The wind speed delay time between two successive wind turbine rows, separated by a distance X is 
expressed as, 
 u
Xtx = ,         ( 4-3) 
where tx is the wind speed delay time, and u  is the mean wind speed velocity at distance X = 0.  
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4.2.3 Simulation Results 
For the identical operation scenario, all the wind turbine experience the same wind speed profile as 
the first raw (free stream wind speed) illustrated by Figure  4-5. When a constant wake effect is 
considered in the second scenario (hereafter referred to as the wake scenario), a constant wind speed 
reduction of 0.5 m/s is assumed for the successive rows. The resultant wind speed profiles for the 
different wind turbine rows are given in Figure  4-6. Finally, the wind speed profiles for the dynamic 
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Row 1 Row 2 Row 3 Row 4 Row 5  
Figure  4-7: Wind speed profiles: Proposed model. 
 
The total generation of the wind farm active power for the three modelling scenarios are presented 
in Figure  4-8. It is evident that the fluctuation levels in the generated power are higher for both the 
identical and the wake model, primarily due to ignoring the delay effect. These fluctuations are 
significantly reduced for the proposed model, whose performance is close to that of real applications. 
Moreover, this figure illustrates that the use of the dynamic wake model, the proposed model (the 
wake effect varies with the variations in the incident wind speed), reduces the simulated generated 



























































Identical Wake Proposed  
Figure  4-8: Wind farm total active power generation. 
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Figure  4-9 presents the voltage profile at bus B2 for the three scenarios. It is clear that when the 
simulated generated power, depicted in Figure  4-8, increases, the voltage drop across the 10 km 
feeder increases, and consequently the voltage level at the B2 bus decreases. This reduction in the 
voltage level affects the performance of the active loads (motor plant) connected to B2 as illustrated 
by the currents drawn by the motor plant, shown in Figure  4-10. This figure reveals that the plant 
currents suddenly drop to zero (at t =6.75s for the identical model and t = 8.4 s for the wake model), 
while there is always a supplied current to the plant for the proposed model. This sudden drop in the 
plant current is due to the activation of the plant protective system due to the under-voltage conditions 
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Identical Wake Proposed  
Figure  4-10: Motor plant current variation. 
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These figures also demonstrate that system analysts may conclude the requirements for installing a 
voltage regulator device at bus B2 to boost the bus voltages, and ensure the continuous operation of 
the motor plant when simulating the wind farm by using identical or constant wake models. However, 
with proper modelling of the wind field distribution within the farm, and thus the appropriate 
simulation for the wind power fluctuations, such regulating devices are not required. 
In the identical operation, all the aggregated turbine models for each row generate the same power 
profile, as shown in Figure  4-11. For the wake model, the aggregated of each row has its own profile; 
the first row facing the wind generates the highest level of active power, followed by the second row, 
and so on. This is not the case when the time delay effect is considered, as shown in Figure  4-13 
where Row 2 sometimes generates more real power than Row 1. This takes place for the time 
intervals when Row 2 experience higher wind speed values than those in Row 1, as observed in 
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Identical Wake Proposed  
Figure  4-14: Wind farm total reactive power generation. 
 
The total wind farm reactive power generation for the different modelling scenarios is presented in 
Figure  4-14. This figure reveals higher fluctuation levels in the generated reactive power for both the 
identical and the wake model than the generated reactive power level for the proposed model. Figure 
 4-15, Figure  4-16, and Figure  4-17 exhibit the reactive power generation variation for each wind 
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Row 1 Row 2 Row 3 Row 4 Row 5  
Figure  4-17: Reactive power generation profiles: Proposed model. 
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4.3 Wind Farm Voltage Regulation 
In this section, the performance of a wind farm modeled as proposed in the previous section and 
equipped with the DFIG controlled with the voltage regulation technique, developed in Section  3.4, is 
investigated. The network under investigation is similar to that in Figure  4-1. The incident wind speed 
profiles for the aggregated model of each row are given in Figure  4-18. The total wind farm, real and 
reactive power generations, are recorded in Figure  4-19 and Figure  4-20, respectively. Figure  4-21 
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Figure  4-20: Wind farm reactive power generation. 
 
The generated real power of each row of the proposed aggregated model is given in Figure  4-22. 
The corresponding profiles for the rotors' rotational speeds are presented in Figure  4-23. Figure  4-24 
displays the variations in the pitch angle of the aggregated model for each row. It can be seen that the 
pitch angle control loop is activated for the aggregated model of Row 1 only. This agrees with the 
results in Figure  4-23 where the rotational speed of Row 1 is the only profile that exceeds the 1.2 pu 
limit for activating the pitch angle control. The generated reactive power from the aggregated model 
of each row is shown in Figure  4-25. Finally, the generated reactive power from the grid-side and 
rotor-side converters of the aggregated model of each row are displayed in Figure  4-26 – Figure  4-30. 
The effectiveness of the proposed control technique in sharing the generated / absorbed reactive 
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Figure  4-30: Grid-side and rotor-side converters reactive power generation for Row 5. 
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4.4 Chapter Assessment 
This chapter investigates the impact of ignoring the proper modelling of the wind field profiles within 
the wind farm on the dynamic performance accuracy of the wind farm models. Previously developed 
wake model and a time delay model are used for developing a more accurate wind field model for 
wind farms. Three different modelling scenarios are compared to highlight the impact of ignoring the 
wake effect and wind speed time delay models. Finally, the performance of the developed wind farm 
model, combined with the proposed control technique is examined to determine the effectiveness of 
the proposed technique. 
The new proposed wind field model is not only needed for dynamic performance studies but also 




Half Day and One Day Ahead Prediction of Wind Power for Large 
Scale Wind Farms 
 
5.1 Introduction 
Due to the expected high penetration levels of wind energy generation, wind farms are required to 
operate as controllable power plants. This increases the necessity for more accurate and reliable 
techniques to predict the output power production of wind farms. Wind power prediction is also an 
essential process for the following. 
1. Wind farms units’ maintenance 
2. Optimal power flow between conventional units and wind farms 
3. Electricity marketing bidding 
4. Power system generator scheduling  
5. Energy reserve and storage planning and scheduling.  
 
Many factors affect wind power prediction, including accurate forecasting models for wind speed 
and direction at the farm site, accurate techniques for wind speed simulation for the entire farm 
layout, and finally, sufficient information about the farm characteristics and layout. The forecasting 
horizon required for wind farms output power prediction depends on the required application, as 
illustrated in Table  5-1. This table also presents the developed techniques for each prediction horizon. 
 
In this chapter, a new forecasting model for wind speed and direction is proposed. This model is 
based on relating the forecasted value to its corresponding historical value in previous years for the 
same time period [124, 125]. A linear prediction model is developed, where current data and previous 
data for the same time period but one (or two) years in the past are related. Then, the same model is 
applied to the data from the next historical period to predict the corresponding wind speed and 
direction for the next period in the current wind data series.  
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Table  5-1: Different horizons for wind power prediction. 
Purpose Horizon Approaches 
Unit Maintenance 0 (Nowcasting) - Time Series / Statistical Approaches 
Control Few seconds or minutes - Time Series / Statistical Approaches 
Small Power Systems 
Operation 1 - 6 hours - Time Series / Statistical Approaches 
Interconnected Power 
Systems' Operation 1 – 72 hours 
- Time Series / Statistical Approaches 
- Physical Models 
Maintenance Planning 1 – 7 days - Time Series / Statistical Approaches - Physical Models 
 
5.2 Data Analysis 
Two data sets for each wind speed and each wind direction time series are selected in this analysis. 
All the sets are recorded at the Madison weather station: one set is recorded during the winter season, 
and the other during the summer season. Each sample consists of data recorded for 3 days (72 hours) 
over 15 minute periods. These data pass through an averaging process to obtain the average hourly 
data series for wind speed and direction before the prediction analysis starts. The averaging process is 










recordedaverage   ,   ( 5-1) 
where Xaverage (j) is the hourly averaged data point, and Xrecorded (i) is the recorded data points during 
hour j. 
 
However, for the wind direction data series, some problems occur if the recorded data, which will 
be averaged during a certain hour, contains points that belong to Sector # 1 and Sector # 4, 
simultaneously. For example, numerical averaging for the wind directions of 350 °, 355 °, 5 °, and   
10 ° results in an average wind direction of 180 ° which is not physically correct; it should be 0 °  
(360 °). Figure  5-1 presents the sector’s classification for the wind direction data. In such cases, 360 ° 
is added to the points that belong to Sector # 1 before the averaging process. If the resultant averaged 
value is greater than 360 °, 360 ° is subtracted from the result to produce the actual hourly averaged 
value. Similarly, if the data points, that will be averaged, belong to Sector # 1, Sector # 2, and Sector 
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# 4, simultaneously, 360° is added to the points that belong to Sector # 1 and Sector # 2 before the 
averaging process. Otherwise, the averaging process is performed directly by using equation (5.1). 
 
 
Figure  5-1: Wind direction data sector classification. 
 
A similar situation occurs, when the absolute error is calculated for the wind direction prediction 
error. This can be easily illustrated by assuming that the actual wind direction value is represented by 
point A in Figure  5-1 and the predicted value is represented by point B.  The numerical absolute error, 
in this case, will be 345° - 15° = 330°, whereas the actual absolute error is only 30°. This problem is 
solved by calculating two errors at each analyzed data point, and the actual error is the minimum of 
these two calculated errors as follows: 
72......,,2,1)(Pr)()(1 =∀−= jjedictedjActualjerror   ,  ( 5-2) 
72......,,2,1)(1360)(2 =∀−°= jjerrorjerror   ,  ( 5-3) 
and 
[ ] 72......,,2,1)(2),(1min)( =∀= jjerrorjerrorjerror    .  ( 5-4) 
5.3 Model Development 
Two models are developed and examined during this investigation. The first model, hereafter referred 
to as the one-year model, is established by using the nearest historical data of n points from the 
current year (2005) and n data points from one previous year time series (2004), for the same time 
interval. This is done to develop a linear model relating both data series. These historical data are 
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used to obtain the model coefficients by using the least square method. The next n data points from 
the one year old series (2004) {the n data points following the n data points used in model building 
and parameters estimation} are used as an input to the built linear model to predict the next (future) n 
points for the current data series (2005). The one-year model is represented by the following formula: 
( ) ( ) niinXbainY ,...,2,120042005 =∀++=+
∧
   ,   ( 5-5) 
where ( )iY 2005
∧
 represents the predicted values for the 2005 wind data series, ( )iX 2004  is the 
corresponding actual values for the 2004 wind data series, i represents the step, and a and b are the 































































  .       ( 5-8) 
The second model, hereafter referred to as the two-years model, uses data of n points from the 
current year (2005) and two previous years’ series (2003 and 2004), for the same time interval, to 
develop a linear model relating the data series and estimate the model's parameters. The next n data 
points from the two years old series (2003 and 2004) {the n data points following the n data points 
used in model building and parameters estimation} are used as an input to the built linear model to 
predict the next (future) n points for the current data series (2005), as illustrated in Figure  5-2.  The 





Figure  5-2: Two-year model for the one day ahead (n = 24) prediction of wind speed or wind 
direction. 
( ) ( ) ( ) niinXbinXbainY ,...,2,120032200412005 =∀++++=+
∧
    ,    ( 5-9) 
where ( )iX 2003  is the corresponding actual values for the 2003 wind data series, and a, b1 and b2 are 
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β   .     ( 5-11) 
5.4 Wind Speed Prediction 
To evaluate the proposed models for wind speed prediction, two data sets (summer and winter) are 
selected. Each set consists of three data time series for three successive years, consisting of 72 
recorded wind speed values. The study is carried out for two prediction horizons: 12-hours ahead 
(half-day ahead), and 24-hours ahead (one-day ahead). The results from the proposed models are 
compared with those from the persistent model (assuming the forecast value of the next step in the 
future is the last measured value).  
5.4.1 Wind Speed Prediction Results 
The data set that is recorded during the winter season is given in Figure  5-3. The data for the first 24 
recorded hourly averaged wind speed is dedicated totally or partially (for the 12-hour horizon) in 
developing the prediction models for the next time interval. This is followed by moving the 
evaluation window by a time interval of n data points, where n is set equal to the horizon within this 
study. Figure  5-4 and Figure  5-5 present the actual (2005 data series) and predicted wind speed time 
series by applying the proposed models for the different prediction horizons. These figures reveal the 
effectiveness of the proposed models in tracking the time series of the actual data, especially for the 
two-year model.  
 
The MAE, the RMSE, and the coefficient of correlation “r”, for the two proposed models and the 
persistent models, are recorded in Table  5-2, as well as the improvements in the MAE and the RMSE 
when compared to the persistent model. This table indicates the improved accuracy of the proposed 
models, compared to that of the persistent model as reflected by the lower MAE, lower RMSE, and 
higher coefficients of correlation. The results in this table demonstrate that this accuracy is improved 
by using the two-year (2-Year) model instead of the one-year (1-Year) model. Furthermore, this table 
shows that the 1-Year model predicts the wind speed series with an improvement in the MAE over 
the persistent of 44.5% for the 12-hour ahead prediction and 17.4% for the one-day ahead prediction. 
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These percentages are improved to 55.5% and 46%, respectively for the 2-Year model. Moreover, the 
1-Year model predicts the wind speed series with an improvement in the RMSE over the persistent 
model of 43.8% for the 12-hour ahead prediction and 18.5% for one-day ahead prediction that are 
























Figure  5-3:  Wind speed data series for the investigated period as recorded during the winter seasons 
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Actual  2-year Model 1-year Model  
Figure  5-5: One-day ahead predicted wind speed for the winter data sample. 
 
Table  5-2: MAE, RMSE, correlation coefficient, and improvements for the wind speed prediction 
(winter sample). 
Model  n = 12 n = 24 
MAE 4.23 3.132 
RMSE 5.05 3.83 Persistent 
r -0.34 -0.51 
MAE 2.349 2.587 
RMSE 2.84 3.122 1-Year Model 
r 0.56 0.51 
MAE 44.468 17.401 % Improvement for 1-
Year Model RMSE 43.761 18.501 
MAE 1.881 1.691 
RMSE 2.155 2.107 2-Year Model 
r 0.81 0.86 
MAE 55.532 46.009 % Improvement for 2-
Year Model RMSE 57.326 44.992 
 
 
In Table  5-2, the generated coefficients of correlation from the proposed models are more accurate 




A similar analysis is carried out for a data set recorded during the summer season as seen in    
Figure  5-6. Figure  5-7 and Figure  5-8 denote the actual and the predicted wind speed time series by 
the use of the proposed models for the different prediction horizons. The figures reflect the accuracy 
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Figure  5-6: Wind speed data series for the investigated period as recorded during the summer seasons 
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Figure  5-7: Half-day ahead predicted wind speed for the summer data sample. 
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Table  5-3 lists the evaluation parameters for this set of data. This table reveals lower value for the 
MAE, and RMSE, and higher coefficients of correlation for the newly developed models, compared 
to the corresponding values of the persistent model. For this set of data, the 1-Year model predicts the 
wind speed series with an improvement in the MAE over the persistent model of 51.1% for the       
12-hour ahead prediction and 39.6% for the one-day ahead prediction. These percentages are 
improved to 60.6% and 54.4%, respectively, for the 2-Year model. Moreover, the 1-Year model 
predicts the wind speed series with an improvement in the RMSE over the persistent model of 49.7% 
for the 12-hour ahead prediction and 42.4% for the one-day ahead prediction that are improved to 
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Figure  5-8: One-day ahead predicted wind speed for the summer data sample. 
 
Also, Table  5-3 indicates better coefficients of correlation from the proposed models, compared to 
those from the persistent model. The proposed models coefficients of correlation range from 0.73 to 
0.82. 
5.4.2 Actual and Predicted Wind Speeds Relationship 
The goal of this section is to determine the degree of scattering of the predicted values compared with 
that of the actual values and their linearized relationship. The results from the proposed models are 
compared with the corresponding values from the persistent model. Figure  5-9 – Figure  5-16 display 
the resultant relationships between the predicted and the actual values for different prediction 
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horizons for the proposed models and the persistent model for the winter and summer season data 
sets. This linear relationship is expressed by computing 
cxmy ii +=ˆ    ,        ( 5-12) 
where xi is the actual wind speed value at time interval i, iŷ  is the predicted wind speed value at time 
interval i, and m and c are the scaling factor and the y-axis (prediction-axis) intercept of the linear 
relation, respectively.  
 
Table  5-3: MAE, RMSE, correlation coefficient, and improvements for wind speed prediction 
(summer sample). 
Model  n = 12 n = 24 
MAE 2.853 2.776 
RMSE 3.759 3.552 Persistent 
r 0.13 -0.06 
MAE 1.395 1.676 
RMSE 1.891 2.046 1-Year Model 
r 0.75 0.73 
MAE 51.104 39.625 % Improvement for 1-Year Model RMSE 49.693 42.394 
MAE 1.123 1.267 
RMSE 1.463 1.589 2-Year Model 
r 0.81 0.82 
MAE 60.638 54.359 % Improvement for 2-Year Model
RMSE 61.083 55.267 
 
These figures reveal that the scattering is highly reduced with the proposed models, especially the 2-
Year model, compared to that of the persistent model. The estimated values for the linear relationship 
coefficients are listed in Table  5-4 and Table  5-5 for the winter and the summer data sets, 
respectively. It is evident that the proposed models are capable of predicting the wind speed data 
series with linear relationship scaling factors ranging from 0.305 to 0.79 for the 1-Year model and 
from 0.816 to 0.838 for the 2-Year model. These results are much better than the results from the 
persistent model that are very low and sometimes reveal negative signs. The tables also show that the 
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Figure  5-9: Relationship between actual and predicted wind speed for the half-day ahead prediction of 
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2-Year Model 2-Year Model Linear Line
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Figure  5-10: Relationship between actual and predicted wind speed for the half-day ahead prediction 
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1-Year Model 1-Year Model Linear Line
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Figure  5-11: Relationship between actual and predicted wind speed for the one-day ahead prediction 
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2-Year Model 2-Year Model Linear Line
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Figure  5-12: Relationship between actual and predicted wind speed for the one-day ahead prediction 
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1-Year Model 1-Year Model Linear Line
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Figure  5-13: Relationship between actual and predicted wind speed for the half-day ahead prediction 
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2-Year Model 2-Year Model Linear Line
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Figure  5-14: Relationship between actual and predicted wind speed for the half-day ahead prediction 
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1-Year Model 1-Year Model Linear Line
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Figure  5-15: Relationship between actual and predicted wind speed for the one-day ahead prediction 
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2-Year Model 2-Year Model Linear Line
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Figure  5-16: Relationship between actual and predicted wind speed for the one-day ahead prediction 





Table  5-4: Scale factors and y-axis intercepts for wind speed prediction (winter sample). 















Table  5-5: Scale factors and y-axis intercepts for wind speed prediction (summer sample). 
Coefficients Horizon 
(Hours) Model c m 




12 -0.077 0.790 
24 1-Year Model -0.164 0.730 





5.5 Wind Direction Prediction 
The goal in this section is to evaluate the proposed models in the wind direction prediction. A similar 
analysis to the one in Section  5.4 is carried out for two wind direction time series data sets, recorded 
at the Madison weather station for three successive years during the winter and summer seasons.  
5.5.1 Wind Direction Prediction Results 
The recorded wind direction data series and the prediction results of the proposed models are 
presented in Figure  5-17 - Figure  5-19 for the winter season data set and Figure  5-20 – Figure  5-22 
for the summer season data set.  The figures reveal the effectiveness of the proposed models in 
tracking the time series of the actual data. These figures, sometimes, reveal sudden changes such as 
those that occur between the 65th and the 66th recorded data points in the 2005 data series in       
Figure  5-17. Such changes are due to the data shifting between the 360° and the 0°. Table  5-6 and 
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Figure  5-17: Wind direction data series for the investigated period as recorded during the winter 
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Actual 2-year Model 1-year Model  





























Figure  5-20: Wind direction data series for the investigated period as recorded during the summer 
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Actual 2-year Model 1-year Model  






Table  5-6: MAE, RMSE, correlation coefficient, and improvements for wind direction prediction 
(winter sample). 
Model   n = 12 n = 24 
MAE 67.1 81.253 
RMSE 8.191 9.014 Persistent 
r 0.10 -0.01 
MAE 62.26 62.475 
RMSE 7.89 7.904 1-Year Model 
r 0.13 0.09 
MAE 7.213 23.111 % Improvement for 1-Year Model RMSE 3.675 12.314 
MAE 34.65 49.826 
RMSE 5.886 7.059 2-Year Model 
r 0.29 0.37 
MAE 48.361 38.678 % Improvement for 2-Year Model
RMSE 28.145 21.689 
 
 
Table  5-7: MAE, RMSE, correlation coefficient, and improvements for wind direction prediction 
(summer sample). 
Model   n = 12 n = 24 
MAE 60.862 74.563 
RMSE 7.801 8.635 Persistent 
r 0.20 -0.20 
MAE 34.845 43.074 
RMSE 5.903 6.563 1-Year Model 
r 0.47 0.42 
MAE 42.748 42.231 % Improvement for 1-Year Model RMSE 24.331 23.994 
MAE 32.031 40.82 
RMSE 5.66 6.389 2-Year Model 
r 0.80 0.46 
MAE 47.371 45.254 % Improvement for 2-Year Model
RMSE 27.449 26.01 
 
These tables indicate lower values of the MAE and RMSE, and higher coefficients of correlation 
for the proposed models than the corresponding values of the persistent model. The 1-Year and the   
2-Year model predict the wind direction series with an improvement in the MAE over the persistent 
model up to 42.75% and 48.36%, respectively for the 12-hour ahead prediction, and 42.23% and 
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45.25%, respectively for the one-day ahead prediction. It is obvious that the proposed models produce 
better coefficients of correlation than those from the persistent model. The proposed models predict 
the wind direction with coefficients of correlation as high as 0.8. 
5.5.2 Actual and Predicted Wind Direction Relationship 
Figure  5-23 – Figure  5-30 present the relationships between the predicted and the actual values for 
different prediction horizons, for the proposed models and the persistent model, for the winter and 
summer season data sets. The scattering is highly reduced with the proposed models, especially the 2-
Year model, compared to that of the persistent model.  
The estimated values for the linear relationship coefficients are presented in Table  5-8 and  
Table  5-9 for the winter and the summer data sets, respectively. These tables reveal that the 
proposed models predict the wind direction data series with linear relationship scaling factors ranging 
from 0.029 to 0.479 for the 1-Year model and from 0.199 to 0.72 for the 2-Year model. These results 
are substantially improved than the results from the persistent model that are very low and sometimes 
show negative signs. The tables also show that the y-axis intercepts have been greatly reduced when 
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Figure  5-23: Relationship between actual and predicted wind direction for the half-day ahead 
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Figure  5-24: Relationship between actual and predicted wind direction for the half-day ahead 
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Figure  5-25: Relationship between actual and predicted wind direction for the one-day ahead 
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Figure  5-26: Relationship between actual and predicted wind direction for the one-day ahead 
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1-Year Model 1-Year Model Linear Line
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Figure  5-27: Relationship between actual and predicted wind direction for the half-day ahead 
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Figure  5-28: Relationship between actual and predicted wind direction for the half-day ahead 
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Figure  5-29: Relationship between actual and predicted wind direction for the one-day ahead 
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Figure  5-30: Relationship between actual and predicted wind direction for the one-day ahead 
prediction of the summer data sample using the 2-Year model and the persistent model. 
 
Table  5-8: Scale factors and y-axis intercepts for wind direction prediction (winter sample). 
Coefficients Horizon 
(Hours) Model c m 













Table  5-9: Scale factors and y-axis intercepts for wind direction prediction (summer sample). 
Coefficients Horizon (Hours) Model 
c m 














5.6 Wind Power Prediction 
In this section, the generated results for the wind speed and wind direction forecasting are used as an 
input data to the wind farm model, considering the dynamic wake effect, presented in Section  4.2.2, 
and the manufacture power curves for the VESTAS V66-1.65 MW to determine the predicted wind 
power production, as illustrated in Figure  5-31. Since the step variation for the forecasted results in 
this study is 1 hour, the effect of the time delay (a few seconds) is ignored. A look-up table is 
developed to model the impact of wind direction changing on the wind field distribution within the 
wind farm. For each range of wind direction, this look-up table determines the number of wind 
turbines that are subjected to free stream wind profiles and the number of wind turbines subjected to 
wind speed profiles reduced due to the wake effect as well as the strength of the wake effect.  
 
 
Figure  5-31: Wind farm power prediction. 
 
Unfortunately, there are no real data available from operating wind farms to compare the predicted 
wind power values. Therefore, the results generated in this section are presented against simulated 
actual values (real power values simulated for actual recorded values of the wind speed and wind 
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5.7 Chapter Assessment 
A new technique is proposed for wind speed and wind direction forecasting up to 24 hours ahead 
(one-day ahead prediction). The newly developed technique is based on assuming a linear 
relationship between the current set of data series and one (or two) years in the past data series. This 
linear relationship is then extended to the near future.  The proposed models are characterized by the 
following: 
• Very simple and cheap. 
• Require reasonable amounts of data for model parameter estimation. However, these models 
require large data storage devices to record the yearly based data which are nowadays available 
due to the rapid revolution in the computing tools and electronic storage devices. 
• Independent wind speed and direction forecasting. 
• Effective for a few hours ahead and day ahead prediction. 
• Independent of the data, collected from other sites. 
• Independent of the NWP (Numerical Weather Prediction) models results.  
 
The proposed models are so effective that they predict the wind speed for one-day ahead with a 
significant improvement, up to 54.4% for the MAE and up to 55.3% for the RMSE, over the 
persistent model. In addition, the novel models predict the wind direction for one-day ahead with an 
improvement as high as 45.3% for the MAE and as high as 26% for the RMSE, over the persistent 
model. Moreover, the newly developed models produce reduced scatter, higher coefficients of 
correlation, and higher scaling factors than those produced by the persistent model.  
In addition, the results reveal that, at the Madison weather station, the proposed models generate 
better results during the summer season than those generated during the winter season. This occurs 
because the data recorded during the summer seasons are more related to each other than those 








As discussed in Section  2.6, some studies have been recently conducted to investigate the economic 
impact of the integration of wind farms into power systems. Such studies include examining the 
expected impact of wind power integration on electric power system operating costs [85], 
investigating the effect of wind power prediction inaccuracy on the cost associated with rescheduling 
generation units [86], and developing a probabilistic approach to determine the energy costs due to 
the associated errors with wind power prediction [87]. However, to the best of the author knowledge, 
no study has addressed the expected impact of wind farms integration and their operating conditions, 
such as production variability, applied control strategies, and production prediction accuracy, on 
determining electricity market prices. 
 
This chapter investigates the impact of wind power variability, wind farm control strategy 
(including voltage regulation techniques such as the proposed technique in Section  4.3), wind energy 
penetration level, wind farm location, and hourly wind power prediction accuracy (such as the 
prediction accuracy when using the Grey predictor model developed in Section  3.2.5) on the total 
generation costs and close to real-time electricity market prices. These issues are addressed by 
developing a single auction market model for determining the close to real-time electricity market 
prices. To demonstrate and highlight the impact, different case studies are introduced. 
6.2 Network Configuration 
Figure  6-1 exhibits the 9-bus network configuration under study [126]. It consists of a 6-bus 
transmission system and a 3-bus distribution system linked via a 100 MVA transformer. The 
transmission system is supplied from two central generation stations that are connected to Bus 1 (G1) 
and Bus 3 (G2). The total generation capacities of these stations are 300 MVA and 600 MVA, 
respectively. A 130 MW wind farm is connected at bus 8, unless otherwise is stated. The network 
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parameters for both the transmission and the distribution systems are given in Table  6-1. In addition, 
the generation data, demand data, and generation cost function parameters at each bus are presented 
in  
Table  6-2. 
 
 
Figure  6-1: Network configuration under investigation. 
 
At each bus, the connected load is assumed to be time varying. This is introduced into the system 
by using the scaling factor at each time interval as given in Figure  6-2. This scaling factor represents 
the percentage demand at each time interval, one hour, referred to the maximum daily demand. The 
scaling factor for this study, is derived from the daily load demand variation, recorded by the New 
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York Independent System Operator (NYISO) [127]. Finally, the net load at each bus, at a given time 
interval, is calculated by using the following formula: 
( ) ( ) ( )tFactorScalingxiPtiP dnetd =,,   ,     ( 6-1) 
 
where Pd, net (i,t) is the net demand at time interval t at bus i,  Pd (i) is the maximum daily demand at 
bus i given in  
Table  6-2, and Scaling Factor (t) represents the loading level  at time interval t. 
 
Table  6-1: Network parameters. 
Buses Reactance (pu) Resistance (pu) Line Charging (pu) 
1 – 2 0.1097 0.021 0.004 
1 – 6 0.2732 0.0824 0.004 
2 – 5 0.3185 0.107 0.005 
3 – 4 0.2987 0.0945 0.005 
3 – 5 0.1804 0.0662 0.003 
4 – 5 0.1792 0.0639 0.001 
4 – 6 0.098 0.034 0.004 
6 – 7 0.1 0 0 
7 – 8 0.082 0.054 0 
8 – 9 0.082 0.054 0 
 
6.3 Problem formulation 
Generally, there are two structures of electricity markets: the single auction market and the double 
auction market [128]. This study is focused on the single auction market structure [128], where the 
market price is settled according to the total demand and the bids submitted by the generators. The 
objective with such market structure is to maximize the social welfare and that is equivalent to the 
minimization of the total generation cost function. This study considers the minimization of the total 
generation cost as the objective in this market solution [129], [130]. Therefore, the optimization 
problem involves minimizing the total cost generation function J (represented by the fuel cost 

























1 0.01 25.5 9 2.5 0.5 1.5 -0.2 0.92 0.29 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.78 0.39 
3 0.05 8.5 5 5 1 3 -0.2 0.73 0.19 
4 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0.67 0.24 
5 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1.12 0.31 
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.26 0.12 
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 0.05 
8 0 0 0 1.3 0 1.3 -1.3 0.4 0.2 
































  ,                                     ( 6-2)                                            
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where Pi is the generated power of generator i, ai, bi, and ci are the generation cost function 
parameters for generator i, and N is the number of generators.  
 
The total cost generation function is minimized subject to the following constraints: 
• Power Flow Equations: The two basic equations that govern the flow of power in power systems’ 
networks are written as follows: 
∑ −+=−
j
ijjijijiii YVVPDP )(cos ,, δδθ           ( 6-3)  
 and                                                                           
∑ −+−=−
j
ijjijijiii YVVQDQ )(sin ,, δδθ     ,     ( 6-4)                                      
where Vi and δi are the voltage and the power angle at bus i, respectively, Yi,j and θi,j are the bus 
admittance matrix element and its associated angle, respectively, Pi and PDi are active power 
generation and demand at bus i, respectively, and Qi and QDi are the reactive power generation and 
demand at bus i, respectively. 
• Generator Limits: These limits are used to ensure that the active and reactive power generation at 




i PPP ≤≤                               ( 6-5) 




i QQQ ≤≤       ,                         ( 6-6)                                     
where MinP , MaxP , MinQ and MaxQ  are the minimum and maximum limits for the active and 
reactive power to be generated by each generator, respectively. 
• Voltage Limits: Such limits are introduced to the formulation to ensure that the voltages at the load 





i NiVVV ,.....1∈∀≤≤    .                       ( 6-7)                                      
 
For the generator buses, the voltage is fixed as follows: 
Gi NiV ,........1constant ∈∀=      ,                       ( 6-8) 
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where MiniV  and 
Max
iV  are the minimum and the maximum voltage limits at the load bus i, and 
NL and NG are the number of load and generator buses, respectively. 
• Wind Farm Operation Constraints: Wind generation is variable in nature due to the variability of 
the incident wind speed at the wind turbine site. Such variability is introduced to the formulation by 
using the variable, daily average, per unit, wind generation curve in Figure  6-3 (unless otherwise 
stated). This curve was recorded by the NYISO at one of their wind farm sites [127].  
As for the wind farm bus voltage limits (Bus 8 voltage limits, unless otherwise stated), the bus is 
treated as a generator bus, when the wind farm is operated at the voltage regulation mode. 























Figure  6-3:  Average daily wind farm generation curve. 
•  
• Market Pricing Mechanism: There are various pricing mechanisms for determining the electricity 
market price: the uniform, where all the generators and loads in the network sell or buy electricity 
with the same uniform price; the locational, where each bus has its own electricity price and this is 
usually its marginal cost; and the zonal-based pricing, where the network is divided into zones that 
are created by using either sensitivity calculations or electrical distances, and then each zone will 
has its own uniform market price [131].  
This study focuses on using the uniform market price mechanism (since this is the market pricing 
mechanism used in Ontario [132]) in determining the network electricity market prices. This is 
adopted by solving the above market model to determine the highest value of the bus incremental 
cost that is set as the market price [126]. Thus, 
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ti N.....,    i  1         ∈∀≥λρ    ,                                      ( 6-9)                                     
where ρ represents the uniform electricity market price, and  λi is the local marginal cost at a bus i 
that is calculated by using the Kuhn-Tucker’s condition of optimality, and Nt is the total number of 
buses.   
6.4 Simulation Results 
The presented market model is formulated as a Nonlinear Programming Problem (NLP) and solved 
by using the MINOS solver in the General Algebraic Modelling System (GAMS) environment [131]. 
In this work, several case studies are designed to highlight the effect of production variability, wind 
generation control strategies, penetration levels, installation locations, and prediction accuracy. The 
simulation results of each individual case study will be investigated in the next subsections. 
6.4.1 Case Study 1: Wind Power Variability 
The objective of this case study is to analyze the impact of wind farm (WF) generation on the 
electricity market-clearing price. The market price for a system with existing wind generation (as an 
example of a non-dispatchable DG unit) is compared with that of the case where there is a diesel DG 
(as an example of a dispatchable DG unit that is capable of continuous active power generation). 
These aforementioned results are then compared with the market price in the absence of a diesel DG 
and wind farm on Bus 8. In all the cases, the Bus 8 voltage is assumed to be regulated to unity. In 
addition, two different actual wind power generation patterns (shown in Figure  6-3), hereafter 
referred to as Wind 1 and Wind 2, are considered. Each pattern represents the average wind 
generation pattern for three-month periods, as recorded by the NYISO during the winter season 
(Wind 1 or Sample 1) and summer season (Wind 2 or Sample 2) [127]. Moreover, two different cost 
functions, given in Table  6-3 for the diesel DG, are included in this case, and are referred to as Low 
Cost DG (LCDG) and High Cost DG (HCDG).  
 
Figure  6-4 - Figure  6-7 show the active power generation at bus 8, the reactive power generation at 
bus 8, the market clearing price, total generation cost, and the voltage at Bus 8, respectively. 
Referring to Table  6-3 and Figure  6-4, it can be seen that as the diesel DG generation cost increases, 
the DG generated active power decreases within some intervals. The main system market price is 
affected by the presence of both the wind farm and diesel DG, as seen in Figure  6-6. In fact, the 
presence of any type of DGs decreases the electricity market price. By comparing the market price for 
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wind farm case with that of diesel DGs, it can be seen that the loads on the system might undergo 
market spikes, especially when there is a low wind power generation. The high fluctuation in market 
prices with a wind farm is due to the stochastic nature of the generated wind. However, the market 
price is still lower than the case where there is no existing generation at Bus 8. With respect to the 
generation costs (refer to Figure  6-7), the total generation costs decrease in the presence of either a 
wind farm or another DG type. It is observed that the generation cost can be reduced, when the wind 
power generation is increased. Figure  6-8 presents the corresponding impact on the active power 
generation at the two central stations. 
 
Table  6-3: Generation cost function parameters and reactive power limits for Bus 8. 











WF 0 0 0 0.6 -0.6 
LCDG 0.004 12 5 0.6 -0.6 
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b) Central station G2 
Figure  6-8: Central stations' active power generation. 
6.4.2 Case Study 2: Wind Farm Control Strategy 
In this case, different control strategies for wind farm production are considered to examine the effect 
of the reactive power injection of the wind farm on the electricity market prices. Wind farms are 
currently allowed to supply/absorb reactive power to/from the network. In this case, the following 
operational procedures are investigated: 
 
• Unity power factor (UPF) operation: The wind farm is not allowed to exchange 
reactive power with the network; i.e. Qfarm  = 0. 
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• Voltage Regulation (VR): The wind farm terminal voltage (Bus # 8) voltage is regulated 
to unity. In this case, the reactive power generated or consumed by the farm varies 
according to the OPF operation constraints, provided that the farm apparent power is 
within pre-specified limits. 
• Power Factor (PF) Regulation: The consumed reactive power by the wind farm is 
controlled to regulate the farm’s terminal power factor at 0.8 leading.  
• Local Power Factor (LPF) Regulation: The wind farm reactive power is regulated in 
such a way as to maintain the Bus 8 power factor at unity. This is achieved by 
generating reactive power from the wind farm that is set to equal the reactive power 
demand at Bus 8. 
 
Figure  6-9 exhibits the voltage variation at Bus 8, associated with each of the considered control 
strategies. The lowest voltage level is attained when the UPF mode of operation is used. The 
corresponding market clearing prices for each control mode is presented in Figure  6-10. Figure  6-11 
demonstrates the difference (savings, from the demand side point of view) in the market clearing 
prices, referred to the UPF control mode of operation. These figures reveal that there is almost no 
effect of the control strategies on the market price for low loading conditions (below 70% of the 
maximum daily demand). However, during high demand periods (especially during the peak demand 
intervals) a difference in market prices up to 7.5 $/MWh is observed. Moreover, these figures show 
that the UPF mode of operation has the highest electricity market prices, and the VR mode has the 
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Figure  6-11: Difference in the market clearing price. 
 
Figure  6-12 and Figure  6-13 provide the total generation cost and the difference in the total 
generation costs (referred to the UPF control mode of operation), respectively, for each control mode. 
These figures reveal that changing the control strategy slightly affects the total generation costs 
(about 0.8% for the time interval with the peak generation cost). In this study, the generation cost 
difference is calculated such that the positive values indicate a savings in the generation costs, 
compared with that of the UPF control mode. Figure  6-13 records that the highest savings is achieved, 
when the wind farm is controlled by using the VR mode of operation. Figure  6-14 conveys the impact 
of changing the control strategy on the active power generation at the two central stations. Also, this 
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figure shows that the G1 active power generation is slightly affected, especially during the periods 
with a peak load demand. Moreover, the figure reveals that the G2 active power generation is almost 
not affected, even during the periods with a peak load demand, as the generation hits the maximum 
limits. 
The difference in electricity costs, due to market price difference, is determined by the following: 








λλ    ,                    ( 6-10) 
where  G(t) is the gain in the electricity costs due to the market price difference at time interval t, λref 
(t) is the reference case study market price at time interval t, λ(t) is the considered case study market 
price at time interval t, and Pi(t) is the demand at bus i at time interval t. 
The daily average electricity cost difference (gain) is determined and found to be equal to 950.4 
$/hr, 895.9 $/hr, and 741.7 $/hr for the VR, PF, and LPF cases, respectively, referred to the UPF case 
study. These positive daily averages indicate a gain in the customer savings in electricity bills or a 
loss in the generator revenue. The corresponding daily average generation cost difference (savings in 
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b) Central station G2 
Figure  6-14: Central stations' active power generation. 
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6.4.3 Case Study 3: Wind Power Penetration Level 
In this case study, the goal is to analyze the impact of the penetration level of the wind farm on the 
electricity market-clearing price. The wind farm is assumed to operate by using the voltage regulation 
mode. Three different ratings for the wind farm are examined: 130 MW, 195 MW, and 260 MW. 
Figure  6-15 displays the reactive power generation at Bus 8 for the different ratings. With the increase 
in the wind farm rating, and consequently, the generated active power, the required reactive power 
generation to regulate the bus voltage is reduced. The corresponding market clearing prices in Figure 
 6-16 reveal a decrease in the market prices with an increase in the penetration level, especially during 
the period of high demand and low wind generation. Moreover, it is demonstrated that such a 
reduction is very small for the periods with the lowest demands. This is clarified by plotting the 
savings in the market clearing prices, referred to the corresponding market prices when the wind farm 
rating is 130 MW, as signified in Figure  6-17. The corresponding daily average electricity cost 
difference (savings) is found to be equal to 1232.5 $/hr and 1859.1 $/hr for the 195 MW and 260 MW 
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Figure  6-17: Difference in the market clearing price. 
 
Figure  6-18 presents the corresponding impact on the active power generation at the two central 
stations. A reduction in the active power generation at the central stations occurs with the increase in 
the wind generation penetration level. Moreover, this increase in the penetration level is associated 
with a reduction in the wind farm reactive power generation to regulate the bus terminal voltage to 
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b) Central station G2 
Figure  6-18: Central stations' active power generation. 
 
With respect to the total generation cost in Figure  6-19, a reduction in the generation costs is 
observed with the increase in the penetration level. Figure  6-20 records the savings in the total 
generation costs, in relation to the 130 MW case. This figure demonstrates an increase in the net 
generation costs savings that is almost double, when the additional wind capacity is doubled (from 65 
MW, in case of a total capacity of 195 MW, to 130 MW, in case of a total capacity of 260 MW). The 
corresponding daily average generation cost difference is found to be equal to 876.4 $/hr and 1674.1 
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Figure  6-20: Difference in the total generation cost. 
6.4.4 Case Study 4: Wind Farm Location 
This case is dedicated to examine the impact of different installation locations for wind generation 
facilities. The three buses at the distribution system are considered as possible locations for wind 
generation installations. Again, the wind farm is assumed to operate by using the voltage regulation 
mode with a total capacity of 130 MW for all locations. Figure  6-21, Figure  6-22, and Figure  6-23 
show the reactive power generation at Bus 8, the market clearing price, and the total generation cost, 
respectively. As the wind farm installation location gets closer to the transmission system, it is 
observed that the generation of more reactive power is required to regulate the wind farm bus voltage 
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to unity, as seen by Figure  6-21, the electricity market-clearing price increases as demonstrated by 
Figure  6-22, and the total generation cost is only slightly affected (about 1.2% for the time interval 

















































Figure  6-22: Market clearing price. 
 
Figure  6-24 and Figure  6-25 present the difference in the market clearing prices and the savings in 
the total generation costs, and is referred to the Bus 7 (B_7) location case. These figures reveal that 
the savings in the electricity prices and the total generation costs increases with the increase in the 
demand level. Referred to the location case study at Bus 7, the daily average electricity cost 
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difference is found to be equal to 1405.7 $/hr and 1724.9 $/hr for the Bus 8 (B_8) and Bus 9 (B_9) 
locations cases, respectively. The corresponding daily average generation cost difference is found to 
be equal to 94.4 $/hr and 81.4 $/hr, respectively. 
Figure  6-26 reflects the impact of changing the installation location on the active power generation 
at the two central stations. This figure shows that G1 active power generation is slightly affected, 
especially during the periods with peak load demands, and that the maximum generation costs occurs 
when the wind farm is installed close to the transmission system (at Bus 7). Also, the figure reveals 
that the G2 active power generation is hardly affected even during the periods with a peak load 
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b) Central station G2 
Figure  6-26: Central stations' active power generation. 
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6.4.5 Case Study 5: Wind Power Prediction 
This case is dedicated to examine the impact of the accuracy of the wind farm prediction tools, 
presented in Section  3.2.5, on electricity market-clearing price. Similar to case study 1, two different 
wind power samples, Wind 1 and Wind 2, are considered. The predication horizon is chosen to be one 
hour, thus simulating an hour ahead electricity market similar to the Ontario Electricity Market. 
Figure  6-27 shows the output power that is predicted by using both the averaged GM (1,1) model and 
the persistent model, and then compared to the actual power. Figure  6-28 shows the one-hour ahead 
and spot market price. The MAE for the market prices is determined as follows: 
Data Sampled ofLength 
∑ −
=
predictedactual SPSPMAE     ,      ( 6-11) 
 
where SPactual  refers to the expected spot market price, based on actual wind power generation, and 
SPpredicted  refers to the spot market price according to the predicted wind power generated (this is the 
real spot market price). 
 
For sample data 1 “Wind 1”, the MAE of the predicated power for the Grey predictor and the 
persistent model are 1.27 MW and 1.62 MW, respectively. The error in the predicted values, in turn, 
affects the electricity market price. Figure  6-29 shows the error in the spot market prices. The MAE 
of the spot market price for the Grey predictor and persistent model are 0.267 $/MWH and 0.328 
$/MWH, respectively. It can be seen that for both predictors, there are time intervals where SPactual  is 
higher than SPpredicted and others where SPactual  is lower. Thus, in some intervals, customers can 
benefit from this error by buying electricity at lower rates than actual prices. However, there are 
intervals where the opposite is true, i.e. customers pay more than the actual electricity price. Figure 
 6-30 shows the difference in electricity costs due to the market price error for both predictors. This is 









)(      ,                  ( 6-12) 
where  Cd is the gain in the electricity costs due to market price error. The daily average electricity 
cost difference is determined and found to be equal to -35.94 $/hr and 0.5 $/hr for the Grey predictor 
and persistent model, respectively. The positive daily average indicates a gain in the customer savings 
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for the electricity bills or a loss in generator revenue (the negative value indicates the reverse). If 
these numbers are considered the average cost difference over the three-month period at which the 
wind power pattern has been recorded, it is expected that the total savings/loss is $ -77,630.4 and        
$ 1,080.0, referred to the customer savings. Figure  6-33 denotes the impact of the wind generation 
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b) Central station G2 




Figure  6-34 - Figure  6-37 reflect the wind farm generation, electricity market price, errors in the 
market price, and difference in electricity costs due to the market price errors for both prediction 
models, for the second sample data “Wind 2”, respectively. For this sample data, the MAE of the 
predicated power for the Grey predictor and the persistent model are 1.73 MW and 2.3 MW, 
respectively. Accordingly, the corresponding MAEs for the spot market price are 0.41 $/MWH and 
0.51 $/MWH, respectively. From Figure  6-35, the daily average electricity cost difference is found to 
be -98.52 $/hr and -109.27 $/hr for the Grey predictor and persistent model, respectively. Similarly, 
the total savings/loss expected, over the three-month period at which this wind power pattern has 
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Figure  6-39: Difference in the total generation cost. 
 
Figure  6-40 presents the impact of wind generation prediction on the active power generation at 
the two central stations. From these prediction results for the specific samples under consideration, it 
is evident that in both cases there is a daily customer savings/generator loss in electricity costs. This is 
due to the errors in the predicted wind power generation. The results prove that it is essential to take 




















































b) Central station G2 
Figure  6-40: Central stations active power generation (Wind 2 pattern). 
6.5 Chapter Assessment 
This chapter investigates the possible impacts of wind farms' production variability, control strategies, 
location, penetration levels, and prediction accuracy, on the close to real-time electricity market 
prices and the total generation costs. A 9-bus network configuration, consisting of a 6-bus 
transmission system and a 3-bus distribution system, is studied. The addition of a wind farm in the 
network can significantly reduce market prices. However, when compared to a constant power DG, 
an increase in the market price occurs due to the variable nature of the wind and the shift between the 
wind power generation and load demand peak times.  
During periods with low demand, the uniform market prices are slightly affected by changing the 
control strategy, but a significant impact is observed for intervals under high demand conditions. 
Moreover, the lowest market prices are achieved, when the wind farm is operated in the voltage 
regulation mode. Consequently, the use of such mode increases the customers’ savings in electricity 
bills. It is also noticed that a slight reduction in the total generation costs (≈ 0.8 % of the highest 
generation costs) is attained, when the control mode of operation of the wind farm is changed. 
Regarding the impact of changing the wind energy penetration level (wind farm capacity), a 
reduction in the market prices, with an increase in the penetration level, are detected. However, this 
reduction is very small for the periods with low demands. Moreover, the study highlights that a 
decrease in the generation costs is observed with the increase in the penetration level.  
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Studying the impact of changing the candidate wind farm location reveals that as the installation 
location approaches that of the transmission system, more reactive power generation is required to 
regulate the wind farm bus voltage to unity; and an increase in the electricity market-clearing prices is 
observed. As for the total generation costs, it is noticed that changing the wind farm location slightly 
affects such costs (≈ 1.2% of the highest generation costs). 
Finally, it can be concluded, based on the results for the impact of wind power prediction case 
study, that there are instants where customers buy electricity at lower rates than the actual prices. On 
the other hand, there are instants where the opposite is true, i.e. customers pay more than the actual 
electricity price. For the specific wind power samples, presented in this chapter, a gain in the daily 
customer savings in electricity bills is observed. However, it should be pointed out that for other 
samples, the opposite is possible. Thus, wind power prediction accuracy can significantly impact the 
close to real-time market prices and the generation revenue. In addition, wind farm control strategy, 
penetration level, and installation location can significantly impact the close to real-time electricity 




Conclusions and Future Research Direction 
 
7.1 Summary, Contributions, and Conclusions 
Wind power generation is characterized by its variability and uncertainty. Therefore, the integration 
of wind facilities to utility grids have several impacts on the optimum power flow, transmission 
congestion, power quality issues, system stability, load dispatch, protection system, economic 
analysis, and electricity market clearing prices. These impacts present major challenges to power 
system operators. This thesis tackles some of these challenges. The main contributions and 
conclusions of this research are as follows:   
1. Due to the irregular nature of wind power, production prediction represents one of the major 
challenges to power system operators. Therefore, in this thesis, a new prediction tool is 
proposed for one hour ahead (short term prediction) average hourly wind speed and wind 
power using the Grey prediction technique {GM(1,1)}. The generated results from the 
traditional GM(1,1) model reveal an improvement over the persistent model (traditional 
reference model) in tracking the actual wind speed time series. However, this model is 
characterized by the occurrence of some overshoots in the predicted time series. Such 
overshoots can result in predicting wind speed time series worse than that of the persistent 
model. To overcome the problem of overshoots occurrence, this thesis investigated the 
application of the adaptive alpha based grey model that achieved higher levels of 
improvement over the persistent model than the traditional GM(1,1) model. However, results 
of this model demonstrated that the adaptive alpha based grey model lacks the good tracking 
characteristic for the actual wind speed time series of the traditional model. For a further 
reduction of the overshoots and the prediction error, the improved Grey model and the 
averaged Grey model have been proposed and investigated. Studied samples revealed that the 
proposed averaged Grey model attained the highest level of wind speed forecasting and wind 
power prediction accuracy, compared with the persistent model and the other presented Grey 
models. Moreover, the averaged Grey model also demonstrates a very good tracking feature 
and a reduction in the overshoot occurrence. However, it is expected that, for samples where 
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the errors generated from the overshoots dominates those generated from inaccurate tracking, 
the proposed improved model would generate better results than the proposed averaged 
model. This is because the reductions in the overshoot errors by the averaged model are less 
than their corresponding reductions by the improved model. 
2. Prediction horizons differ with the required application. One hour ahead prediction is suitable 
for small power systems operations and one hour electricity markets. However, longer 
horizons such as one day or more (24 ahead prediction and more) are appropriate for 
interconnected power system operations such as unit commitments, conventional generators 
scheduling, as well as one day electricity markets. Therefore, new one day (medium term 
prediction) forecasting models are developed for wind speed and direction. These models are 
based on relating the forecasted value to their corresponding historical value in previous years 
within the same time period. Linear prediction models are developed using current data and 
data from the same time period but one (or two) years in the past. These models are assumed 
to be extended to the near future. The generated results revealed the accuracy of the proposed 
models. The proposed technique is characterized by its simplicity, its independence from data 
recorded from neighbouring sites, and its independence from NWP models.  
3. Accurate modelling of wind farms plays an important role in studying the impact of wind 
facilities integration to utility grids, as well as in predicting the total production of a given 
wind farm. For this reason, the thesis investigated new technique to model the wind field 
distribution within a wind farm. Developed results highlight the importance of including the 
dynamic wake model and the time delay models to appropriate simulate the dynamic 
performance of the wind farms and the close to reality modelling of their production 
fluctuations. Moreover, the results also revealed that the improper modelling of the wind 
profiles affects the dynamic simulation of the entire system especially in the presence of 
protective devices. 
4. Wind production variability and the technique by which it is controlled have a direct impact 
on utility grid operation. A control technique is proposed for wind turbines, driven by doubly-
fed induction generators (DFIGs), to regulate the terminal voltage by equally sharing the 
generated/absorbed reactive power between the rotor-side and the grid-side converters. 
Presented results demonstrate the effectiveness and the accuracy of the proposed technique. 
Moreover, an economic evaluation for the impact of the developed technique in reducing the 
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power loss in the generator set has been highlighted.  
5. Electricity market clearing prices depend on the generated power, the system demands, and 
the generation costs. Therefore, integrating free sources of energy such as wind facilities to 
the utility grid does have an impact on electricity prices. The thesis investigated several 
scenarios regarding this issue and it was concluded that;  
a. The addition of a wind farm in the network can significantly reduce market prices. 
However, when compared to a constant power DG, an increase in market price 
occurs due to the variable nature of the wind and the shift between the wind power 
generation and load demand peak times. 
b. The lowest market prices can be achieved when the wind farm is operating in the 
voltage regulation mode. 
c. A reduction in the market prices with the increase in the penetration level was 
detected. 
d. As the wind farm is installed closer to the transmission system, an increase in the 
electricity market-clearing prices was observed. 
e. Based on the results for the prediction case study, it was detected that there are 
instants where the customer buys electricity at lower rates than the actual prices. On 
the other hand, there are instants where the opposite is true i.e. customers will pay 
more than the actual electricity price. Thus, wind power prediction accuracy can 
significantly impact the close to real time market prices and the generation revenue. 
 
It is also worth mentioning that each of the proposed techniques for wind power prediction (one-
hour and / or one-day ahead) are applicable for both single unit and large scale wind farms. 
7.2 Recommendations for Future Research Directions 
With the increased penetration levels of wind farm capacities in power systems, more research is 
required. This section recommends some future research directions as follows: 
1. With the availability of sufficient data for actual wind farm production, the developed wind 
power prediction tools and the wind farm model can be further examined and analyzed for 
the prediction of large scale wind farm production.  
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2. Linear relationship was assumed for the one-day ahead prediction technique. Other 
relationships can be examined. Moreover, Artificial Intelligent based model can also be 
developed and investigated.  
3. The thesis used wind speed data series recorded at Madison Weather Station. Further 
evaluation and accuracy investigation of the proposed prediction models can be conducted 
on wind data collected from other wind facilities sites. 
4. Further investigation of the impact of the integration of wind power facilities on electricity 
market structures can be tackled by considering double auction markets. In addition, day-
ahead electricity market structures can also be investigated, where the problem formulation 







A.1 Wind Turbine Classifications 
 
Wind turbines are classified according to their axis of rotation as horizontal axis and vertical axis 
wind turbines, as shown in Figure A.1. Horizontal axis wind turbines can capture more wind power 
than vertical axis wind turbines; however, they are more expansive. Wind turbines can be also 
categorized according to the direction of the incident wind into upwind and downwind turbines, as 
shown in Figure A.2. Upwind turbines operate facing the wind and require a Yaw drive mechanism to 
keep the rotor aligned with the wind direction; downwind turbines operate facing away from the 
wind. They are self-oriented turbines, because they use the turbulence created by the towers in the 
blades’ path. Thus, according to the site’s wind condition operators can decide which turbine to use.  
According to their operation mode, wind turbines are classified as constant speed and variable 
speed turbines. Variable speed wind turbines can capture more wind power and produce less 
fluctuation in their generated power than constant speed turbines. However, variable speed wind 
turbines require power electronic devices to control the generated power and contributing to the 
injection of harmonics into the grid. Furthermore, wind turbines are classified according to the 
number of blades as two-blade and three-blade turbines as illustrated in Figure A.3. Downwind 
turbines have two blades, whereas upwind turbines are designed with three blades. 
 
a) Vertical axis  b) Horizontal axis 




a) Upwind      b) Downwind 
Figure A.2: Upwind and downwind turbines. 
 
 
  a) Two-Blades       b) Three-Blades 
Figure A.3: Two-blades and three-blades turbines. 
 
A.2    Wind Turbines Main Components 
Fig. A.4  illustrates the main components for a wind turbine [86]. These components are: 
 
Rotor: It consists of the blade and the hub. 
Hub: It connects the blades to the low speed shaft. Hubs are rigid, hinged or teetering. The 
most common one is the rigid type. 
Blades: They are the main components of the rotor. Most turbines used in electricity generation 
have either two or three blades. They are used to catch the wind energy and convert it 









Pitch: The blades are turned in / out of the wind to keep the rotor from rotating in winds that 
are too high or too low. Also, pitch control is important to maintain a nearly constant 
speed of rotation for the low speed shaft, or to limit the power generation at the rated 
value for variable speed mode of operation.  
Nacelle: The nacelle contains the gearbox, low- and high-speed shafts, generator, controller, 
and brake. The nacelle is installed at the top of the tower and its cover protects the 
components inside the nacelle from different weather conditions. 
Brake: It is used to stop the rotor in emergencies, and can be achieved mechanically, 
electrically, or hydraulically. 
Yaw Drive: The upwind turbine requires a Yaw drive to keep the rotor facing into the wind as 
the wind direction changes. The downwind depends on aerodynamics to align the rotor of 
the turbine. 
Yaw Motor: It is used to activate the yaw drive. 
Tower: Towers are used to raise the turbine to the upper air levels (with higher wind speeds) to 
catch as much wind energy as possible. They are made from steel or concrete in the case 
of large turbines. The tower height ranges from 1 to 1.5 times the rotor diameter and 
usually it is not less than 20 m high. 
Low-Speed Shaft: It is considered the main shaft of the turbine. The rotor turns the low-speed 
shaft at 30 to 60 r.p.m. 
Gear Box: Gears connect the low-speed shaft to the high-speed shaft of the generator. They 
increase the rotational speeds from about a few hundred rpm (or even less) to about 1000 
or 1800 rpm. The gearbox is the most expensive and heaviest component of a wind 
turbine.  
High-Speed Shaft: It is connected between the gear box and the generator and used to drive the 
generator.  
Generator: The generator is used to convert the mechanical power into electrical power. The 
most commonly used generators with wind turbines are the induction or a synchronous 
AC generators that produce 50 or 60 Hz electricity. The induction generator has been 
more widely adopted because they offer several advantages over conventional 
synchronous generators for operation in large power grids. These advantages are the 
reduced unit cost, brushless rotor construction, absence of separate source for excitation, 
ruggedness, and ease of maintenance. Induction generators used in wind turbines are 
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either squirrel cage or doubly fed machines. In addition, permanent magnet generators 
and switched reluctance generators are sometimes used. 
Controller: The controller starts up the machine at its cut in speed and shuts off the machine at 
its cut out speed. Turbines cannot operate at wind speeds above the cut out speed to avoid 
overheating in their generators and/or mechanical damage of the rotor shaft. 
Anemometer: It is a sensor to measure the wind speed and sends this information to the 
controller. The most commonly used anemometers are the cup anemometer and the 
propeller anemometer.   
Wind Vane: It is a sensor for the direction of the wind. Typical wind vanes creates a  signal by 
using contacts or potentiometers.  They communicate with the yaw drive to align the 





B.1 Induction Generator Model 
The dynamic voltage equations used to model the wound rotor induction generator are expressed in 





























RV dr ψωωψ −−+⋅=      (B.4) 
where Vqs and Vds are the stator’s q- and d- axis voltages, respectively, V’qr and V’dr are the rotor’s q- 
and d- axis voltages referred to the stator, respectively, iqs and ids are the stator’s q- and d- axis 
currents, respectively, i’qr and i’dr are the rotor’s q- and d- axis currents referred to the stator, 
respectively, Ψqs and Ψds are the stator’s q- and d- axis fluxes, respectively, Ψ’qr and Ψ’dr are the 
rotor’s q- and d- axis fluxes referred to the stator, respectively, Rs is the stator resistance, R’r is the 
rotor resistance referred to the stator, p is d/dt, ω is the electrical angular frequency, and ωr is the 
rotor angular velocity.  
The d- and q- axis fluxes of the induction generator are expressed in terms of the generator d- and 





























































L +=         (B.10) 
where Ls is the stator inductance, L’r is the rotor inductance referred to the stator, Lls is the stator 
leakage inductance, L’lr is the rotor leakage inductance referred to the stator, and Lm  is the 
magnetizing inductance. 
 The mechanical system equations for the wound rotor are expressed as follows; 
( )mTmFeTHp m −−= ωω 2






⎛ ⋅−⋅= dsiqsqsidsPTe ψψ       (B.12) 
where Te and Tm are the electromechanical and the mechanical torques, respectively, F is the 
combined friction constant for the rotor and the stator, H is the combined inertia constant for the rotor 
and the stator, and P is the number of pole pairs. 
B.2 Wind Turbine Aerodynamic Model 
The per unit aerodynamic equation for modelling the wind turbine [19] is given as follows: 
3
,, pupuPpum vCKP ⋅⋅=        (B.13) 
where Pm, pu is the turbine output mechanical power in pu, cp, pu is the turbine performance coefficient 
CP(λ, β) in pu, vpu is the per-unit  value of the incident wind speed, K is the power gain factor for Cp, 
pu = 1 pu and vpu =1 pu, β is the blades pitch angle, and λ is the blades tip speed ratio and is equal to 
ωR / v, where ω is the turbine rotational speed and R is the turbine rotor radius.  
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C.1 Distribution Grid Parameters 
120 kV, three-phase, 60 Hz, AC source 
50 MVA, 120/25 kV three-phase, star/delta transformer 
25 kV feeders 
 
C.2 Induction Generator Parameters 
1.66 MVA, 575 V, 6 pole, 60 Hz three-phase induction generator 
Stator resistance (Rs) = 0.00706 pu 
Rotor resistance (R’r) = 0.005 pu 
Stator leakage inductance (Lls) = 0.171 pu 
Rotor leakage inductance (L’lr) = 0.156 pu 
Magnetizing inductance (Lm) = 2.9 pu 
Inertia constant (H) = 5.04 s 
Friction constant (F) = 0.01 pu 
Number of pair poles (P) = 3 
 
C.3 Turbine Parameters 
Rotor diameter = 66 m 
Turbine separation = 330 m 
Thurst coefficient (CT) = 0.88 
Hub height (z) = 67 m 
Ground roughness (zo) = 0.3 m 
Base wind speed = 12 m/s 
Cut in wind speed = 3.5 m/s 
Under voltage limits = 0.8 pu for 0.1s 
Over voltage limits = 1.1 pu for 0.1s 
Over current limits = 1.1 pu for 5s 
Under speed limits = 0.3 pu for 5s 
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Over speed limits = 1.5 pu for 5s 
CP(λ, β) coefficients: a1 = 0.5176, a2 = 116, a3 = 0.4, a4 = 5, a5 = 21, and  a6 = 0.0068. 
CP, max = 0.48 
λnom = 8.1 
K = 0.73 
ωbase = 1.2 
 
C.4 Converters Parameters 
Grid-side coupling inductor = 0.15 pu 
Grid-side coupling inductor internal resistance = 0.0015 pu 
DC bus capacitor = 10 mF 
DC bus reference voltage 1200 V 
 
C.5 Turbine Transformer Parameters 
2 MVA, 575/25000 V, three-phase, delta/star transformer 
 
C.6 Motor Plant Parameters 
2 MVA, 25/2.3 kV, three-phase, delta/star transformer 
1.68 MW, 2.3 kV, 0.93 PF lagging, three-phase induction motor 
200 kW three-phase local load 
800 kVAR power factor correction three-phase capacitor bank 
Under voltage limits = 0.8 pu for 0.2s 
Over voltage limits = 1.1 pu for 0.2s 
Over current limits = 1.1 pu for 5s 
Under speed limits = 0.9 pu for 1s 
Over speed limits = 1.1 pu for 1s 
 
C.7 Local Load Parameters 
2 MW static load. (for section 3.4) 




C.8 Static Loads Parameters 
5 MVA static load at 0.9 PF lagging. (for section 3.4) 
15 MVA static load at 0.9 PF lagging. (for section 4.3) 
 
C.9 Switched Static Load Parameters 
2.5 MVA static load at 0.9 PF lagging. (for section 3.4) 
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